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Metal Hydride systems are an important research topic in material science because of their many 
practical, industrial, and scientific applications. Therefore, the development of reliable and 
efficient interatomic potentials for metal hydrides systems, to be utilized in atomistic modeling, 
can be of great value in accelerating the research in this field. The embedded-atom method 
(EAM), based on the density functional theory (DFT), has the advantage of being both 
computationally efficient and being well suited for modeling metal hydride systems. 
In this work, the author has developed an efficient EAM potential for the palladium hydride  
(Pd-H) alloy system. Contrary to previously developed Pd-H EAM potentials, that utilized 
Palladium (Pd) EAM potentials with large sets of fitting parameters, our Pd-H potential utilizes a 
reliable Pd EAM model with only six fitting parameters. The Pd-H model was fitted to 
experimental and DFT data, utilizing a constrained optimization procedure. Four octahedral 
crystal structures: PdH0.25, PdH0.5, PdH0.75, and PdH1.0, two tetrahedral crystals: PdH0.25H0.25 and 
PdH0.375H0.375, and an fcc hydrogen crystal structure Pd0H were considered during the fitting 
procedure. The results from both the fitting calculations and the molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations showed that our Pd-H potential can also better predict the properties used during the 
fitting procedure—the cohesive energy, equilibrium lattice constant, the elastic constants, and the 
bulk modulus, than previously developed Pd-H EAM potentials. The potential also predicted the 
stable alloy crystal structures and the phase miscibility gap during molecular dynamics 
simulations. Therefore, the developed Pd-H EAM potential is an improvement compared to those 
from previous works, and can be used reliably to further study the Pd-H system.  





The transition metal Palladium is a unique element with the ability to absorb hydrogen 
like a sponge to form a hydride and allows for hydrogen to diffuse with high mobility [1, 2]. At a 
temperature of 80 oC and one atmospheric pressure, palladium can absorb up to 900 times its 
own volume [3]. Since its discovery in 1869 by Raham [4], Palladium–hydrogen systems have 
attracted lots of research interests [5-11]. Pd has a property to absorb a large amount of hydrogen 
can be applied in many applications, including hydrogen storage for clean portable energy, in 
new refrigerator designs, catalytic converters, and nuclear radiation adsorption [1,2,12-16].  
Furthermore, palladium has been widely utilized in hydrogen separation and purification in order 
to get an excellent combination of good H selectivity and permeability, nice mechanical 
properties, and high thermal stability [12-15]. However, one problem with using palladium is 
that the addition of hydrogen to palladium, as it is for many metals, causes both the electrical 
conductivity and magnetic susceptibility to decrease, and significantly degrades its properties by 
reducing ductility and increasing susceptibility to fatigue and corrosion [13,17,18]. This thesis is 
further complicated by the presence of a miscibility gap in the palladium-hydrogen system at 
room temperature, which results in the separation of the material into a low hydrogen ( ) phase, 
and a high hydrogen (  ) phase [19]. Hence the behavior of hydrogen in palladium is an 
important topic in materials research for practical industrial applications and therefore an 
extensive study on the absorption of hydrogen in palladium has been carried out [20-25]. By 
increasing the surrounding gas pressure, hydrogen can be continuously pumped into the 
palladium fcc lattice. As the hydrogen content increases, the solid solution first forms the low 
hydrogen concentration  phase and then the high hydrogen concentration   phase. For some 
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metals, there is a structural phase transformation of the metal lattice in passing from the  to the 
  phase, but in palladium there is only a change in the lattice constant of the fcc lattice [26]. 
Palladium hydride may be considered as an interstitial solid solution, PdHx 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, where in 
both  and   phases, the octahedral sites of the Pd fcc metal lattice are occupied by hydrogen 
atoms. The PdHx pressure composition curve exhibits a plateau (isotherm) in an intermediate 
composition regime where   and   phases coexist. At room temperature and ambient pressure, 
the  and   phases exist at approximate concentrations of H/Pd = 0.03 and 0.60, respectively 
[27]. The technical importance of Pallidum Hydride has stimulated interests in modeling this 
system. Extensive first-principles calculations have been carried out [28]. But while first-
principles quantum mechanical calculations are the most accurate simulation methods, the high 
computational cost still renders them impractical for most material samples containing more than 
a few hundred atoms. Empirical potentials provide a more practical way for simulating more 
realistic system sizes containing millions of atoms. While the EAM has been successfully 
applied in some of the metal hydride problems, most of them were designed for dilute hydrogen 
compositions, and thus failed to correctly predict the miscibility gap [8]. To our knowledge, the 
only Pd-H EAM potential that was used for predicting the pressure-composition isotherm is the 
work developed by Wolf et al. [29]. They, however, neither presented the functions and 
parameters nor tested mechanical properties such as elastic constants and shear strength. 
Recently, Zhou et al. [8] developed EAM potential for Pd-H alloy system that was used for 
qualitatively predicting the α and β phase miscibility gap. They constructed their Pd-H potential 
based on the palladium potential available in tabular form and complete description of the 
analytical formalism and the parameters are unavailable, which hinders further development of 
the palladium hydride system.  
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 The purpose of this thesis is to develop and present a fully analytical interatomic potential 
model for the Pd-H system. The potential has fewer fitting parameters than previously developed 
EAM Pd-H potentials, and behaves well in minimizing the objective function of the Pd-H alloy 
system during the fitting procedure. Hence the potential is better suitable for any composition of 
the Pd-H system. For the hydrogen composition range 0≤ x ≤1, this potential is also capable of 
predicting the miscibility gap. Details regarding how the model functions were derived and 
parameters were fitted are described, and the physical properties of the resulting potential are 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE EMBEDDED ATOM METHOD (EAM) POTENTIAL 
The Embedded Atom Method (EAM) Views each atom as embedded in a host lattice 
consisting of all other atoms. Such a view permits calculations employing an electron density, 
which is always definable, and allows realistic treatment of impurities in structures that include 
cracks and surfaces. In the theoretical framework of an EAM the total energy of a system can be 
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where Etot is the total internal energy, ih, is the electron density at atom i due to all other atoms, 
fj is the electron density of atom j as a function of distance from its center, rij is the separation 
distance between atoms i and j, Fi( ih, ) is the energy to embed atom i in an electron density 
ih, , and ih, is a two-body central potential between atoms i and j. Park and Hijazi [31] have 
developed a consistent empirical embedded-atom potential for fcc (face-centered cubic) metals 
and alloys [25-26]. For the embedding function, they have taken the universal form given by 
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A simple exponential function well represents the host electron density for bulk, near-vacancies, 
and free surfaces, and for diatomic, and has the following form: 
( )er r
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where ef  is a scaling constant defined by the relationship  /ce Ef , where cE is the  cohesive 
energy and   is the atomic volume, er is the equilibrium nearest distance, and χ is a parameter 
to be decided. The two-body potential is taken as  
   ( / 1)1 ( / 1) er re er r e
                (5) 
which is the modified form of the potential function proposed by Rose et al. [33], and has three 
adjustable parameters, e ,  , and  . In total, for fcc metals, we have six adjustable parameters 
  , , , , e and e . These analytical functions are easily implemented in computer 
simulations and in principle can be used for any fcc crystal structure. 
The EAM model has been applied successfully to metallic alloys. For a binary alloy 
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  must be specified.  In computing the alloys pair potentials )(r
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 the following mixing 



























XY                 (6) 
No mixing rule is needed for the densities, since the density at site i  is simply the linear sum of 
density contributions of all the other atoms. In the above form, the binary models are invariant to 
transformation in the monatomic models from which they are derived, and this invariance holds 
for any number of different elements in an alloy. The two adjustable atomic electron density 
parameters
Xf and
Yf for each alloy metal are determined by the relationship   /ce ESf , 
where S  is a fitting parameter to be determined by the dilute-limit heats of solution, cE is the  
cohesive energy and   is the atomic volume.   
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Initial 
The EAM models can be extended to model binary and ternary hydrides. The structure 
of any binary hydrides and any ternary hydrides can be modeled with EAM, as the crystal 
structure is a metal lattice with hydrogen interstitials. The EAM potential has a special 
property in that an elemental EAM potential is invariant to a transformation to the embedding 
energy function. The total energy is a linear expression of the embedding energy and pair 













rkrr          (8) 
where k is an arbitrary constant. 
The initial potential given by embedding function Fi
Initial  and pair function φij is 
equivalent to the final potential given by embedding function Fi
Final   and pair function 
initial
ij . Successfully creating an atomic potential for the X–Y–H ternary system using EAM 
requires a total of 12 functions: 3 embedding energy functions, FX, FY and FH, 3 electron 
density functions, ρX, ρY and ρH, and 6 pair functions, φX–X, φY–Y, φH–H, φX–Y, φX–H and φY–H. 
With the Pd EAM metal potential known, the remaining work is to develop the 
hydrogen potential and a cross-pair potential between the Pd metal and hydrogen [40]. The 
Analytical expression suggested by Zhou et al. [8] will be utilized to accomplish potentials of 
Pd-H system. They have developed an EAM potentials for the ternary palladium-silver-
hydrogen system by extending a previously developed palladium-hydrogen potential. In their 
implementation, the pair potential for hydrogen is approximated by 
 )])(exp[()])(exp[()(
00 ,HHHHHHHH,HHHHHHHHHH
rrrrDr        (9) 
where DHH, αHH, βHH, and r0, HH are four positive constants, and in particular, r0,HH 
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represents the equilibrium bond length of a dimer, and DHH (βHH − αHH) is its binding energy. 





                       (10) 
where CH and δH are two positive constants. The embedding energy function form has a finite 
negative slope at ρ = 0 and a positive slope at large electron densities. It is expressed as 
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where aH, bH, cH, dH, and ϵH are five positive constants. The cross-pair potential between a 
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2.1  The Cohesive Energy 































                                                                                (13) 
As an ideally model solid-solution sets a random distribution of atoms could be used to 
approximately describe analytical equation for the cohesive energy of composite materials because 
the host and impurity atoms are seen in the same environment. To describe a model of a binary 
alloy of host (H) and impurity (I) atoms, the EAM potential requires a total of seven functions for 
the two species (i.e., H or I): two embedding energy functions FH  and FI, two atomic electron 






 , and three pair potential energy functions ijHH , , ijII ,  and ijIH , . 
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The atomic electron densities are defined by 
iIHiHHi ,,,H 
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   (17a) 
where NH and NI are the number of host and impurity atoms in the H-I structure.   
Or                      
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For Tetrahedral 
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 where x and y are the atomic fractions of host and impurity atoms in the HyIx structure.   
 
2.2  Stress   
As is well known, when a cubic lattice is homogeneously deformed by the application of 
an external force along the force direction, its state can be determined by its lattice parameters 
 1,2,...,6i ,a 
i
 where 1a , 2a , and 3a  are the length of the three edges of the unit cell of 
the cubic lattice; 4a , 5a , and 6a  are the three angles between the three edges. ij，H  is the 
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2.3  Elastic Constants   
The equations relating the equilibrium properties such as cohesive energy and the linear 
elastic constants can be obtained by applying an infinitesimal homogeneous strain to a perfect  
crystal at equilibrium [37]: 










E E u u u
a a a
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                                                                                  (19) 
where ui is a Cartesian component of the displacement vector, a1, a2, a3 are the lengths of the 
edges of the computational cell. For a homogeneous deformation, the nine strain parameters 
/ eij i ju a     are constant, and 
e
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Comparing Eq. (23) with (18) gives 
 cA E   (25) 
 0ijA   (26) 
 
ijkl e ijklA C  (27) 
where e is the volume per atom. The elastic constant Cijkl can be determined by substituting 
Eqs. (16) and (17) into (27).  
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The interatomic distance is related to the lattice distance by 
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and for an interstitial solid solution we have 
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Cubic crystals have three independent constants C11, C12, and C44 and we get the elasticity 
constants as follows: C1111 = C11, C1122 = C12, C2323 = C44. In Eqs. (28-30) u indicates a central 
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2.4  Bulk Modulus 
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where u indicates a central atom species, H and I referring to the host and impurity atoms 
respectively. Alternatively, the three independent elastic constants 11C , 12C , and 44C  of cubic 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE FITTING PROCEDURE 
3.1  The Pd EAM Potential 
Utilizing equations (3), (4), and (5) of the EAM Model, the potential parameters for 
seven fcc metals (Ag, Al, Au, Cu, Ni, Pd and Pt) and their alloys were previously determined by 
fitting the lattice constant (a0), the three elastic constants (C11, C12, C44), the cohesive energy 
(Ec), and the vacancy formation energies (Ev) of the pure metals and the heats of solution of the 
binary alloys via an optimization technique [31]. The fitting procedure was performed using a 
cutoff distance of rcut = 1.7a0. Table 1 lists the six fitting parameters for pure Pd. At 0 K, (a0) is 
the value of the lattice constant (a) in which the lattice is at equilibrium and the cohesive energy 
(Ec) is at minimum. The cohesive energy was calculated from equation (13) while the lattice 
constant a0 was determined from equation (22) and (26). The elastic constants (C11, C12, C44) 
were calculated utilizing equation (30). The unrelaxed vacancy formation energy (Ev











                                                              (45)      
 
Table 1. Fitting parameters for pure Pd FCC metals 
Element               e                β       
       e  
Pd 2.054085 0.216817 8.414105 7.221224 0.999999 3.316887 
 
The calculated values for Pd from the present potential and from Foils et al [32]. are listed in 
Table 2 with the experimental values to which they were fitted. The values from the present 
model are in good to excellent agreement with the experimental data and with those of Foiles et 
al. [32] 
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𝐟   
(eV/atom) 
Xrms 
This work. 3.91 0.389 2.263 1.793 0.765 195 1.54 0.1000 
Foiles et al. 3.91 0.389 2.392 1.735 0.656 195 1.58 _ 
Experiment 3.91 0.389 2.341 1.760 0.712 195 1.54 – 
 
The pair potential functionsφ(r), the embedding functions F(ρ) and the electron density  (r) 
from the present model for the metal Pd are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 respectively. From 
Figure 1, it can be seen that the pair potential includes a long-range interaction. Also, the 
embedding energy has a positive curvature, which is characterized by a minimum followed by a 
monotonic rise with the host electron density, as can be seen from Figure 2. These general 
characteristics are identical to those from first-principles calculations. In Figure 3, it is can be 
seen that the electron density has a negative curvature, which goes close to 0 with increases of r. 
 
Figure 1. The Two-Body potential for Pd 
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Figure 2. The Embedding Energy for Pd  
 
 
Figure 3. The electron density for Pd 
 
3.2  Validation of The Pd EAM Potential 
To validate the reliability of the obtained fitting parameters, the Pd EAM model was used 
in Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations, utilizing LAMMPS,  to calculate the equilibrium 
cohesive energy, lattice constant, elastic constants, bulk modulus,  and the melting temperature. 
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The MD results were in excellent agreement with the calculated values obtained at the end of the 
fitting procedure and in good agreement with the used experimental data. Table 3 summarizes 
the results obtained for Pd. The results indicate that this Pd EAM model can be used reliably in 
Pd MD simulations. Figure 4 shows the plot for the Pd Bulk Modulus obtained using the data 






 -                                                                                                               (46) 
Where P is pressure, V is volume, and VP  /  is the partial derivative of pressure with respect to  
volume [31].   
 
















Simulation 3.91 0.389 2.2631 1.7935 0.7655 1.95 1800  
Calculation 3.91 0.389 2.2631 1.7935 0.7655 1.95 -  
Experiment 3.91 0.389 2.3410 1.7600 0.7120 1.95 1828  
 
 
Figure 4. The bulk modulus for Pd 
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The dependence on the lattice constant for the EAM model was compared with the 
equation of state of Rose et al. [33]. Many aspects of the energies of metals can be understood if 
this information is known. For example, the study of alloys or defects such as dislocations and 
interstitials requires knowledge of interatomic potential at distances very different from the 
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πrV                                                                                                                                                         (50) 
where f(a*) is a slowly varying function represented by a low-order polynomial, a* is a scaled 
length determined by rWS the radius of Wigner-Seitz sphere containing an average volume per 
atom, and rWSE and l are equilibrium radius and the length scale, respectively. Table 4 shows the 
parameters of the equation of state for Pd. In Figure 5 the total energy vs lattice constant for pure 
Pd  are compared with the calculated results from the equation of state of Rose et al. 
 
Table 4. Parameters of equation of state for Pd 
Parameter       f0       f1       f2       f3       l      rWES 
Pd       -1       -1        0     0.05   0.237      1.52 
 
The predicted result by the present model are in excellent agreement with that from the equation 
of state of Rose et al. 
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                    Figure 5. Equation of state for Pd. The solid curves are from the present model,   
                     and the dashed curves are from literature.                                                                 
 
The EAM model was utilized successfully in the study of the structural stability and energetics 
for small fcc clusters, using an effective Monte Carlo simulated annealing method [34-36].  
 
3.3 The PdH EAM Potential 
In fitting the EAM PdH potential, among the properties to be considered is the 
equilibrium lattice constant, the cohesive energy, the bulk modulus B = (C11+2C12)/3, the 
shear modulus C= (C11-C12)/2 and C44, and Gibbs heat of mixing [30-32]. In order to fit the 
cohesive energy, it is important that octahedral equilibrium phase has the lowest cohesive 
energy. To ensure this equilibrium phase, both octahedral (OC) equilibrium phase and 
nonequilibrium tetrahedral (TE) phase were considered in the fitting. Figure 6 shows two 
structures where Pd atoms occupy one fcc sublattice and H atoms occupy other fcc sublattices. 
There are two fcc sublattices for the tetrahedral interstitial sites whereas there is one fcc 
sublattice for the octahedral interstitial sites. Thus the maximum composition for the PdHx OC 
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structure is x = 1 and the maximum composition for the TE structure is x = 2 [26]. 
 
 
Figure 6. PdHx structure with hydrogen at (a) octahedral sites and (b) tetrahedral sites. 
 
 In this work, four octahedral crystals PdH0.25, PdH0.5, PdH0.75, and PdH1.0, two 
tetrahedral crystals PdH0.25H0.25 and PdH0.375H0.375, and an fcc hydrogen crystal Pd0H were 
considered. The TE structures were considered to ensure that they are less stable than the 
corresponding OC structures.  The cohesive energy and the lattice constants for the six PdHx 
structures were calculated using equation (17b) and (22) respectively. Experimental cohesive 
energies are available only for PdH and PdH0.5. For PdH0.25 and PdH0.75 structures, adjusted 
cohesive energies from DFT and experimental data of PdH and PdH0.5 were used [8]. The 
elastic constants C11 , C12 , C44 were calculated using Eqs. (30) and fitted for four OC crystals. 
The desired values were taken from experiments [38].  The Gibbs free energy of mixing per 
atom as a function of composition, derived by Zhou et al. [8], was calculated using equation 
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(51). Table 5 lists the experimental and DFT data used in fitting the lattice constants, the 
cohesive energies, the elastic constants and Gibbs free Energy of mixing. The fitting procedure 
was performed using a cutoff distance of rcut = 5.35Å.   
 
3.4  Gibbs Free Energy of Mixing 
For a Pd-H interatomic potential to be applicable to the entire hydrogen composition 
range 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, it must be capable of predicting the phase miscibility gap. The phase 
miscibility is determined by the Gibbs free energy of mixing as a function of composition. The 
Gibbs free energy of mixing is expressed as 
TSHG mixmixmix                                                                                               (51) 
  PdPdHPdHxmix E2X1E2XEΔH                                                                     (52) 
        X12X)/(1lnX21X1X/lnXkΔS Bt                                   (53) 
where T is the temperature, ∆Hmix and ∆Smix are enthalpy and entropy of mixing respectively, X= 
x/(1+x) is mole fraction, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and EPdH, EPd, and EPdHx  are cohesive 
energies for PdH, Pd, and PdHx. 
 
3.5  PdH Fitting Results 
Table 6 lists the fitting parameters for H-H and Pd-H obtained through our fitting 
procedure for the Palladium Hydride system. The calculated values for H and PdH from the 
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Table 5. Experimental data for PdH 
  H PdH0.25 PdH0.5 PdH0.75 PdH1.00 PdH0.25H0.25 PdH0.375H0.375 
EC (eV/atom) 
Experiment 2.1191 3.64024 3.4877 3.37031 3.26966 3.5 3.5 
This work 2.1191 3.6084 3.4427 3.3665 3.3528 3.356 3.22 
ao (Ao) 
Experiment 3.38 3.9421 4.0007 4.0593 4.1179 4.0007 4.0593 
This work 3.38 - - - - - - 
C44(erg/cm3) 
Experiment 0.0801 0.7354 0.6729 0.612 0.5511 0.6104 0.6104 
This work 0.3108 0.7182 0.6531 0.5998 0.5571 0.705 0.6665 
C’(erg/cm3) 
Experiment 0.0801 0.055 0.135 0.164 0.146 0.163 0.163 
This work 0.1499 0.236 0.233 0.233 0.236 0.2232 0.238 
Bm(erg/cm3) 
Experiment 0.8011 1.6422 3.4046 0.6823 2.8439 1.6022 1.6022 
This work 0.44 1.8368 1.7211 1.637 1.5754 -1.776 1.7213 
ΔGmix(erg/cm3) Experiment - 0.12 0.02 -0.08 - - - 
      0 -0.0322 0.0013 0.0365 0.0775 -0.1918 -0.2346 
 
The values from the present model are in good to excellent agreement with the DFT 
and experimental data. Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 show a graphical representation of the fitting 
results along with those from Zhou et al. and the experimental and DFT data used [8]. From 
the figures it can be seen that our fitting results are in better agreement with the experimental 
and DFT data than those of Zhou it al. Figure 11 displays the calculated values for C11 and C12, 
for PdHx OC at x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0, utilizing our EAM model and the fitting parameters. 
Their values decrease as the hydrogen concentration increases.   
              
Table 6. Fitting parameters for PdH 
DHH αHH βHH CH DH DPdH aPdH 
0.589510 1.104827 0.942490 2.145808 0.942201 0.740938 2.373944 
 
bPdH aH bH cH dH r0PdH r0HH 
1.702142 8.370790 62.343273 0.000100 1.187000 1.300000 3.474173 
 

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Figure 7. The cohesive energy for PdHx from the fitting calculations,  
Zhou et al. and DFT data. 
 
 
Figure 8. The C44 for PdHx from the fitting calculations,  
Zhou et al. and DFT data. 
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Figure 9. The bulk modulus for PdHx from the fitting calculations,  
Zhou et al. and DFT data. 
 
 
Figure 10. The C’ for PdHx from the fitting calculations,  
Zhou et al. and DFT data. 
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Figure 11. The C11 and C12 for PdHx from the fitting calculations,  
Zhou et al. and DFT data. 
 
The resulting HH and PdH EAM functions from the fitting procedure are plotted in 
Figures 12-14. The electron density and the Embedding function are calculated from Eqs. (10) 
and (11). All functions result in smooth curves. Figure 12 exhibits a well-behaved embedding 
function for hydrogen that reaches a minimum at comparable electron densities. The embedding 
energy have a positive curvature, which is characterized by a minimum followed by a monotonic 
rise with the host electro density. The decaying characteristic of the hydrogen electron density 
functions over the interatomic separation distance range, as shown in Figure 13, appears 
reasonable as commonly encountered in simulations. The H-H and Pd-H pair potentials are 
shown in Figure 14. The pair potentials allow for long-range interactions.  
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 Figure 12. The Embedding Energy for H 
 
 
Figure 13. The electron density for H 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Energy As A Function Of Lattice Spacing 
  To verify the validity of our PdHx EAM potential we explored the behavior of the 
potential on predicting the system energy as the crystal is compressed or stretched. The energy 
per atom as a function of lattice spacing was calculated utilizing the fitting data and plotted in 
Figure 15 for five representative phases, PdH0.00, PdH0.25,  PdH0.50 , PdH0.75 and PdH1.00. In all 
five plots, smooth curves are seen in Figure 15. It is also evident from the figure that as the 
hydrogen composition increases, the lattice constant increases, and the magnitude of the cohesive 
energy becomes lower. These results are in excellent agreement with those of Zhou et al [8]. 
 
                    Figure 15. Energy as a function of lattice spacing for OC lattices 
 
4.2 The Cohesive Energy 
For PdH the shape of the cohesive energy as a function of hydrogen composition is an 
important property as it relates directly to the phase miscibility gap. In addition, the equilibrium 
OC structures must have lower cohesive energies than the TE structures over the entire 
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composition range. The cohesive energy results for obtained from MD for 0  ≤ x ≤  1 
composition are listed in Table 7, and plotted in Figure 16 and 17 along with those from Zhou’s 
et al simulations data [8].  From Figure 16 it can be seen that the compositions x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 
0.75, and 1.0, used in the fitting procedure, our MD simulation results are in excellent agreement 
with the values from the fitting procedure calculations, and in good agreement with the 
expermintal and DFT data utilized in the fitting procedure. From Figure 17 it can be seen that our 
cohesive energy curve from MD simulations for the compositions 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 are in better 
agreement with the expermintal and DFT data than those obtained by Zhou et al [8]. 
Table 7. Comparison predicted values of lattice constant and cohesive energy with Zhou [8] 
PdHx Structures Ec (eV/atom) a (Å) Ec (eV/atom) 
Zhou 
a (Å) Zhou 
PdH0.000 -3.9100 3.8900 -3.910 3.885 
PdH0.087 -3.7828 3.9099 -3.770 3.923 
PdH0.185 -3.6727 3.9316 -3.638 3.965 
PdH0.250 -3.6100 3.9463 - - 
PdH0.292 -3.5760 3.9565 -3.520 4.010 
PdH0.378 -3.5173 3.9748 -3.439 4.045 
PdH0.476 -3.4619 3.9965 −3.361 4.083  
PdH0.500 -3.4497 4.0019 - - 
PdH0.558 -3.4235 4.0146 -3.303 4.113 
PdH0.666 -3.3888 4.0378 -3.238 4.148 
PdH0.750 -3.3685 4.0549 - - 
PdH0.784 -3.3633 4.0618 -3.176 4.180 
PdH0.885 -3.3531 4.0794 -3.129 4.202 
PdH1.000 -3.3504 4.1015 -3.081 4.225 
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Figure 16. The cohesive energy for PdHx OC structures, obtained from MD 
simulations with the values from the fitting calculations, and DFT data.  
 
 
                    Figure 17. Composition of PdHx cohesive energy with fitting calculation,  
        Zhou, and DFT data for OC structure.  
 
In Figure 18 the predicted cohesive energies as functions of composition x are shown using the 
circle marker for the TE structure and the triangle marker for the OC structure. Here the cohesive 
energy of the OC structures are the minimum energy obtained by first conducting MD 
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simulations with annealing, from 500 K to 0 K in 100 n seconds with a Nose-Hoover NPT 
ensemble. Each MD simulation was then followed by a molecular static (MS) simulation, 
utilizing the steepest descent (SD) minimization procedure. The same approach cannot be used 
for the unstable TE structures as they will transform to the more stable OC structures at the end 
of the simulations [8]. Therefore, the cohesive energy for the TE structures were calculated using 
Eq. (17d) at the equilibrium lattice constants a0. From Figure 18 it can be seen that the PdH EAM 
potential correctly predicts a more stable OC structure than a TE structure over the entire 
composition range  0  ≤ x ≤ 1. As x → 0, the solution becomes infinitely dilute and the energy 
per atom for both OC and TE structures converge to the palladium cohesive energy. 
 
       Figure 18. Cohesive energy as a function of composition for OC and TE 
                     lattices 
 
4.3  Equilibrium Lattice Spacing  
The equilibrium lattice constant as a function of hydrogen composition is an important 
property as it causes stress when adjacent regions have different compositions [8]. To 
characterize the fitted potential, the predicted equilibrium lattice constant for the OC PdHx 
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structure as a function of composition are listed in table 7. For comparison the DFT data used in 
the fitting procedure, along with those of Zhou et al. are plotted in Figures 19 and 20. The DFT 
values show an increasing trend with the hydrogen composition. From Figure 20 it can be seen 
that for the compositions x = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0, used in the fitting procedure, our MD 
simulations results for the PdHx equilibrium lattice constants are in excellent agreement with the 
DFT data used in the fitting procedure. From Figure 19 it is evident that our equilibrium lattice 
constants curve from the MD simulations for the compositions 0  ≤ x ≤  1 are in better agreement 
with the DFT and experimental data [39] than those obtained by Zhou et al [8]. 
          
                    Figure 19. The equilibrium lattice constant for PdHx OC structures,  
        obtained from MD simulations with values from DFT data. 
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        Figure 20. Composition of PdHx lattice constant with fitting calculation,  
                     Zhou, DFT and experimental for OC structure. 
 
4.4 Dynamic Stability 
Numerous Pd-H potentials developed were mainly designed for dilute hydrogen 
compositions. Thus, they often incorrectly predict the occupancy of tetrahedral interstitial sites 
by hydrogen atoms. It is well known that palladium hydride adopts the fcc structure where 
hydrogen atoms occupy octahedral sites of palladium matrix [40]. To test the structural stability 
for PdHx structures with our EAM model we used LAMMPS to create various Fcc structures 
with hydrogen atoms occupying tetrahedral (TE) sites as shown in Figure 21-(a). Each structure 
was annealed from 500 K to 1 K for 100 nanoseconds using molecular dynamic (MD) simulation 
with a Nose-Hoover NPT ensemble.  Each MD simulation was then followed by a conjugate 
gradient (CG) molecular static (MS) simulation. At the end of each MD + MS simulation the 
hydrogen atoms moved to lower energy positions and found to occupy octahedral sites (OC) as 
shown in Figure 21-(b). The LAMMPS input file used in the MD + MS simulation is provided in 
Appendix II. 
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(a)                           (b) 
Figure 21. Change of atomic configuration of  PdH structure after MD analyzing from 500 
k to 1 K for 100 ns followed by MS energy minimization simulation. (a) The TE structure 
before MD + MS relaxation and (b) OC structure after MD + MS energy relaxation.  
 
4.5   The Elastic Constants 
To test the validity of our PdH model we performed Static Molecular simulations 
utilizing LAMMPS, a classical molecular dynamics simulation code, to calculate the three lattice 
constants C11, C12, and C44 for a set of PdHx lattice structures with hydrogen atoms at octahedral 
sites. The elastic constants where estimated utilizing a general-purpose script written by Aiden P. 
Thompson at Sandia Labrotaries [41]. The derivatives were estimated at zero temperature by 
performing both positive and negative deformations on the simulation box in one of the six 
directions (xx, yy, zz, xy, xz, and yz) and measuring the change in the stress tensor. From that 
tensor other quantities were obtained. The general method has the following steps: 
1. Apply an axial strain and measure stress before and after. 
2. Relax atom positions after applying strain. 
  3. Divide the change in the axial stress component by the change in the axial dimension.   
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4. Verify that this ratio is roughly independent of the strain magnitude.   
5. Convert ratio to elastic modulus in appropriate units by applying appropriate scale    
factors. 
 
Table 8. Predicted values of lattice constant, cohesive energy and elastic constant 
H/Pd Et Ec at a C11 C12 C44 Bm C’ 
PdH0.000 1000.959 3.91 15.55 3.89 226.308 179.354 76.548 195.005 23.477 
PdH0.087 1052.119 3.781 15.635 3.909 221.345 174.065 74.214 189.825 23.64 
PdH0.185 1110.721 3.661 15.718 3.929 216.492 169.042 71.926 184.859 23.725 
PdH0.250 1150.664 3.595 15.772 3.943 213.776 166.264 70.57 182.101 23.756 
PdH0.292 1179.955 3.565 15.81 3.952 211.626 163.557 68.735 179.58 24.035 
PdH0.378 1239.226 3.51 15.897 3.974 207.937 160.916 65.575 176.59 23.51 
PdH0.476 1302.796 3.447 15.975 3.994 203.53 157.835 62.002 173.067 22.848 
PdH0.500 1307.74 3.405 16.017 4.004 197.458 155.703 61.536 169.621 20.877 
PdH0.558 1355.388 3.397 16.055 4.014 197.824 159.582 63.807 172.329 19.121 
PdH0.666 1438.951 3.378 16.132 4.033 200.569 152.636 59.78 168.626 23.958 
PdH0.750 1503.78 3.357 16.199 4.05 201.21 151.703 62.215 168.205 24.753 
PdH0.784 1533.604 3.358 16.229 4.057 200.38 151.433 61.484 167.749 24.473 
PdH0.885 1620.198 3.358 16.313 4.078 199.784 150.635 60.331 167.018 24.574 
PdH1.000 1716.947 3.353 16.405 4.101 200.814 149.107 60.371 166.343 25.853 
 
Table 8 lists the results of our simulations. Figure 22 and Figure 23 plot the shear modulus Cʹ = 
(C11 - C12)/2 and C44 with increasing hydrogen concentrations, along with the DFT data and our 
results from the fitting procedure. From Figure 22 it can be seen that our MS/MD results for C' 
are in good agreement with the data from both DFT and the fitting procedure for the hydrogen 
concentration x = 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. For the concentration of x = 0.0 and 0.25 our results are in 
good agreement with those obtained from the fitting results. For the elastic constant C44  in 
Figure 23, our results from MS/MD are in good agreement at the hydrogen concentrations x = 
0.0, 0.25 and 0.75 with those from DFT and the fitting procedure. The results are in fair 
agreement for the concentration x = 0.5 and 1.0.  For the elastic constant C11 and C12 in Figure 24 
and 25, our MS/MD results are in good agreement with the calculations from the fitting results. 
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No data was used for C11 and C12 from DFT in the fitting procedure. 
 
                   
             Figure 22. Composition of PdHx C' with fitting calculation, MD simulation, 




                    Figure 23. Composition of PdHx C44 with fitting calculation,  
                    MD simulation, and DFT for OC structure. 
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                   Figure 24. Composition of PdHx C11 with fitting calculation, and MD simulation. 
 
                   Figure 25. Composition of PdHx C12 with fitting calculation, and MD simulation.  
 
Figure 26 and 27 compares our results from Table 8 with those of Zhou et al [8] along with the 
data from the fitting procedure. Its is evident that our results are mostly in better agreement with 
the DFT data than those of Zhou’s et al. In Figure 29 and 30 the Bulk Modulus is calculated 
utilizing the equation B = (C11 + 2C12)/3 and using the data from C11 and C12.   
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                     Figure 26. Composition of PdHx C44 with fitting calculation,  
                     Zhou, and DFT for OC structure. 
 
 
                    Figure 27. Composition of PdHx C' with fitting calculation,  
                    Zhou, and DFT for OC structure 
 
For comparison the calculated values from the fitting procedure and the DFT data used, along 
with those of Zhou et al [8]. are also plotted. From Figure 28 it can be seen that the MD results 
are in fair agreement with the calculated results from the fitting procedure and DFT. While Zhou 
et al. results indicate that the Bulk Modulus first decreases and then increases as the hydrogen 
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concentration increases, our results from MD indicates that the Bulk Modulus values strongly 
decrease as the concentration increases in the Pd fcc structure. These results imply that the 
material gets softer and becomes susceptible to deformation as the hydrogen concentration 
increases. The observation that the bulk modulus and strength decreases with increasing 
hydrogen concentration was also previously reported by Zhong et al., and recently by Niranjan 
Ilawe et al [42]. It is worth mentioning that the DFT value of 168.2 GPa was used as a lower 
limit to the Bulk Modulus during the fitting procedure, and no other DFT data were utilized. In 
contrast to Zhou et al.[8], our Bulk Modulus values are all above this lower limit except for 
PdH1.0  which has a value of 166.343 GPa. 
 
Figure 28. Composition of PdHx bulk modulus with fitting calculation, MD 
         simulation and DFT for OC structure 
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Figure 29. Composition of PdHx bulk modulus with fitting calculation,  
                  Zhou, and DFT for OC structure 
 
4.6 Bulk Modulus 
 To further evaluate the bulk modulus for PdHx at various compositions, we conducted an 
MD/NPT simulation, both in compression and in tension in the pressure range of -10000 to 
10000 Bars, and at a temperature of 0 K.  The data from our molecular differentiation method 







                                                                                                                   (46) 
where P is pressure, V is volume, and VP  /  is the partial derivative of pressure with respect to 
volume [31]. Two sample plots of a bulk modulus data are shown in Figures 30 and 31 for the 
low hydrogen concentration PdH0.087  and the high concentration PdH0.885. The MD bulk modulus 
results for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 composition are listed in Table 9, and plotted in Figures 32 and 33 along 
with those obtained from C11 and C12. The MD results are again in fair agreement with the calculated 
results from the fitting procedure, and the expermintal and DFT data, as can be seen from Figure 33.  
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From Figure 33 it is evident that our MD simulations from the pressure vs volume, are in 
excellent agreement with those obtained from the elastic constants MD simulations.  
 
Table 9. Predicted values of bulk modulus 
H/Pd B = V dP/dV 
(GPa) 




PdH0.000 195.00 195.005 215.1333 
PdH0.087 189.70 189.825 199.6667 
PdH0.185 184.72 184.859 184.8333 
PdH0.250 184.78 182.101 - 
PdH0.292 178.42 179.58 173.1667 
PdH0.378 176.95 176.59 166.1333 
PdH0.476 171.37 173.067 161.8 
PdH0.500 170.39 169.621 - 
PdH0.558 173.82 172.329 162.9667 
PdH0.666 169.74 168.626 178.1667 
PdH0.750 168.16 168.205 - 
PdH0.784 167.7 167.749 198.3 
PdH0.885 166.82 167.018 203.2333 




Figure 30. Bulk modulus data for PdH0.087 
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Figure 31. Bulk modulus data for PdH0.885 
 
 
         Figure 32. Composition of PdHx bulk modulus with fitting calculation, MD 
                   simulation, and DFT for OC structure.  
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        Figure 33. Composition of PdHx bulk modulus with MD simulation and  
        calculation for OC structure. 
 
 
4.7   Miscibility Gap And Gibbs Free Energy Of Mixing  
The phase miscibility can be determined from the Gibbs free energy of mixing as a 
function of PdH composition [42]. It arises when the Gibbs energy of a phase shows multiple 
minima [43]. To validate that the current EAM model can predict the phase miscibility gap 
and estimate the compositions of the α and β phases when they are in equilibrium, the cohesive 
energy data in Table 10, obtained from our MD/MS simulations were used with equation (51) 
to calculate the Gibbs free energy of mixing as a function of mol fraction for the PdH 
octahedral structure. Figure 34 shows the results at 0 K. The Gibbs free energy is positive for 
all compositions, implying that the attractive interactions between atoms of different species 
are, on average, weaker than those between molecules of the same species. The result from the 
calculations at 500 K was plotted in Figure 35. The curve of the Gibbs energy of mixing shows 
a peculiar trend with two minima. These two parts of the curve define the points which 
correspond to ∆Gmix values lower than those of the curve itself. They define a region for which 
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a two-phase alloy is more stable than a single phase one. Figure 36 is the plot shows the Gibbs 
energy of mixing vs. X at 500K, and has the same trend with Figure 35. This region is the 
miscibility gap and the equilibrium mole fractions for α and β phases are X = 0.08 and 0.439, 
respectively, corresponding to x of 0.087 and 0.784 approximately. Experimental values for 
phase boundaries at room temperature are x = 0.03 and 0.6. Therefore, the present EAM 
potential also improves in predicting the miscibility gap compared to the works done by Zhou 
et al [8]. (x = 0.0 and 0.82) and Wolf et al. (x = 0.1385 and 0.8362) [29].  
 
Table 10. MD simulation result of cohesive energy lattice constant and Gibbs free energy at 0K, 



















PdH0.000 -3.910 3.890 0.0000 -3.870 3.903 0.0000 -3.840 3.912 0.0000 
PdH0.087 -3.783 3.910 0.0377 -3.763 3.916 0.0012 -3.757 3.919 -0.0375 
PdH0.185 -3.673 3.932 0.0626 -3.647 3.942 0.0201 -3.640 3.935 -0.0302 
PdH0.250 -3.610 3.946 0.0762 -3.578 3.954 0.0334 -3.563 3.953 -0.0153 
PdH0.292 -3.576 3.957 0.081 -3.539 3.963 0.0405 -3.530 3.966 -0.0187 
PdH0.378 -3.517 3.975 0.0857 -3.479 3.982 0.0397 -3.463 3.985 -0.0191 
PdH0.476 -3.462 3.997 0.0871 -3.411 4.003 0.0485 -3.400 4.007 -0.0208 
PdH0.500 -3.450 4.002 0.0872 -3.403 4.008 0.0444 -3.381 4.015 -0.0166 
PdH0.558 -3.424 4.015 0.0857 -3.377 4.020 0.0401 -3.353 4.026 -0.0216 
PdH0.666 -3.389 4.038 0.0738 -3.321 4.041 0.0455 -3.299 4.048 -0.0227 
PdH0.750 -3.369 4.055 0.0619 -3.291 4.055 0.0424 -3.257 4.066 -0.0170 
PdH0.784 -3.363 4.062 0.0548 -3.281 4.063 0.0392 -3.251 4.073 -0.0252 
PdH0.885 -3.353 4.079 0.0315 -3.264 4.075 0.0218 -3.207 4.096 -0.0172 
PdH1.000 -3.350 4.102 0.0000 -3.253 4.084 0.0000 -3.156 4.121 0.0000 
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Figure 35. Gibbs free energy of mixing at 500K. 
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In this thesis, a fully analytical interatomic EAM potential for the Pd-H system is 
developed. The proposed potential has fewer fitting parameters than previously developed EAM 
Pd-H potentials, and behaves well in minimizing the objective function of the Pd-H alloy system 
during the fitting procedure. The Pd-Pd potential has six fitting parameters, and the validation 
results indicated that this potential can be used reliably in MD simulations. The Pd-H potential 
has 14 fitting parameters and was fitted to the equilibrium lattice constant, the cohesive energy, 
the bulk modulus, the shear modulus C' and C44, and Gibbs heat of mixing. Four octahedral 
crystals PdH0.25, PdH0.5, PdH0.75, and PdH1.0, two tetrahedral crystals PdH0.25H0.25 and 
PdH0.375H0.375, and an fcc hydrogen crystal Pd0H were considered during the PdH fitting 
procedure. The calculated values at the end of the fitting procedure, utilizing the fitting 
parameters for the present model, were in good to excellent agreement with experimental and 
DFT data, and are in better agreement than those of Zhou et al. [8]. The resulting H-H and Pd-H 
EAM functions from the fitting procedure were plotted. The Hydrogen electron density and 
Embedding function, the H-H and Pd-H pair potential functions, all result in smooth and well 
behaved curves. The energy per atom as a function of lattice spacing was calculated utilizing the 
fitting data and plotted for five representative phases, PdH0.00, PdH0.25,  PdH0.50 , PdH0.75 and 
PdH1.00. In all five plots, smooth curves were seen, and the curves indicated that as the hydrogen 
composition increases, the lattice constant increases, and the magnitude of the cohesive energy 
becomes lower. These results are in excellent agreement with those of Zhou et al. [8]. The 
cohesive energy, equilibrium lattice constants, the elastic constants, and the Bulk modulus from 
MD simulations for the compositions 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 were all in better agreement with the 
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experimental and DFT data than those obtained by Zhou et al. [8]. The potential also correctly 
predicted a more stable OC structure than a TE structure over the entire composition. MD + MS 
simulation showed that all hydrogen atoms moved from TE positions to lower energy positions 
and found to occupy octahedral sites (OC). The present EAM potential also improves in 
predicting the miscibility gap, compared to the works done by Zhou et al. [8] and others. 
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APPENDIX I: 
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                               (32) 
 
TOTAL BULK MODULUS 
Substituting  Equations (15a) , (15b), (17a), (17b) into (31) we get 
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                                                             (42b)     
 Substituting Equations (20) and (22) into (47) and Equations (21) and (23) into (48), we get       
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meVUV rfFFrEE                                         (49)   
GIBBS FREE ENERGY MIXING 
TSHG mixmixmix                                                                                                          (50)                                                             
       xPdPd PdHNPdxNPdHx  1NPd                                                                      (51) 
  PdPdPdHPdPdHP ExNExNExNE x )1(21d                                         (52) 
   )1/()1(x2-1 xExEExE PdPdHPdH x                                                           (53)                                    
Replacing x with mol fraction X=x/(1+x), obtain the heat of mixing 
  PdPdHPdHx EXEXE  212Hmix                                                                            (54)                                                        
      xxxxkNS BPdt ln1ln                                                                                   (55) 
        xxxxxkS B  1/-1ln1ln                                                            (56)                                                   
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APPENDIX II: 
COMPARISON PLOTS OF TESTING WITH ZHOU 
To validate the implementation of the property equations used in this research for the OC 
and TE structures, we utilized Zhou et al [8]. EAM model equations and fitting data in our 
MATLAB code [43]. The obtained calculated properties along with the published results were 
plotted in the same figures. From Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 it can be seen that for both the OC 
and TE structures the calculated cohesive energies (Ec), bulk modulus (Bm), and the elastic 
constants (C' and C44), for the four structures are in exact agreement with those obtained by Zhou 
et al. For the two TE structures the Ec was also in exact agreement with published results as can 
be seen from Figure 6. Figure 5 only shows the plots for C11 and C12 without any comparison  
 
Figure 1. Cohesive energy for OC structure 
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Figure 2. Bulk modulus for OC structure 
 
 
Figure 3. C’ for OC structure 
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Figure 4. C44 for OC structure 
 
 
Figure 5. C11 and C12 for OC structure 
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Figure 6. Cohesive energy for TE structure 
 
 
Figure 7. C’ for TE structure 
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Figure 8. C44 for TE structure 
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APPENDIX III 
CODE USED TO CALCULATE DATA IN THE THESIS 
 
LAMMP PROGRAMMING 
STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION FOR PDH0.185 
units               metal  
boundary            p p p 
atom_style          atomic 
variable            a equal 3.89  
# 
lattice             custom $a a1 1.0 0.0 0.0 a2 0.0 1.0 0.0 a3 0.0 0.0 
1.0 basis 0.0 0.0 0.0 basis 0.5 0.5 0.0 basis 0.5 0.0 0.5 basis 0.0 
0.5 0.5 basis 0.25 0.25 0.25 basis 0.75 0.75 0.75 basis 0.75 0.25 0.25 
basis 0.25 0.75 0.25  
# 
region              box block -2 2 -2 2 -2 2 
create_box          2 box 
create_atoms        1 box basis 5 2 basis 6 2 basis 7 2 basis 8 2 
 
# Group atoms to be deleted 
group               group1 id 5:509:8   # PdH0.784 
group               group2 id 7:511:8 
group               group3 id 6:512:8 
group               group4 id 8:136:8                
# Remove atoms 
delete_atoms        group  group1 
delete_atoms        group  group2 
delete_atoms        group  group3  
delete_atoms        group  group4 
# 
pair_style          eam/alloy 
# 
#pair_coeff         * * PdH_Zhou.eam.alloy Pd H 
#pair_coeff         * * PdH_Park.eam.alloy Pd H 
pair_coeff          * * PdH.eam.alloy Pd H   
# 
group               Pd type 1 
group               H type 2 
# 
neighbor            0.3 bin 
neigh_modify        delay 5 
variable            t index 500  
variable            p index 0 
 
# 
velocity            all create $t 4928459 
fix                 1 all npt temp $t 1 10 iso 0.0 0.0 100 
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fix                 2 all temp/rescale 1 $t 1 0.01 1.0  
# 
thermo_style        custom step temp press vol epair lx ly lz 
thermo              10 
 
dump                1 all xyz 1000 PdH-NPT-0185.xyz  
run                 1000000 
# 
# Start Molecular Static Simulation 
unfix               1 
unfix               2 
# 
fix                 3 all box/relax iso 0.0 vmax 0.01 
min_style           sd  
min_modify          line quadratic 
# Write output info to files 
#dump                2 all xyz 1 PdH-SD-0185.xyz  
 
dump                2 all custom 1 PdH-SD-0185.xyz type x y z 
dump_modify         2 sort 1 
 
log                 PdH_0185.lammps  
minimize            1.0e-6 1.0e-6 10000 100000 
 
BULK MODULUS CALCULATIONS FOR PdH0.885 
units               metal  
boundary            p p p 
atom_style          atomic 
variable            a equal 3.89  
 
lattice                 custom $a a1 1.0 0.0 0.0 a2 0.0 1.0 0.0 a3 0.0 
0.0 1.0 basis 0.0 0.0 0.0 basis 0.5 0.5 0.0 basis 0.5 0.0 0.5 basis 
0.0 0.5 0.5 basis 0.5 0.5 0.5 basis 0.5 0.0 0.0 basis 0.0 0.5 0.0 
basis 0.0 0.0 0.5  
# 
region              box block 0 4 0 4 0 4 
create_box          2 box 
create_atoms        1 box basis 5 2 basis 6 2 basis 7 2 basis 8 2 
# 
group               vacancy id 5:229:8  # PdH0.885 
delete_atoms        group vacancy 
 
# 
pair_style          eam/alloy 
pair_coeff          * * PdH.eam.alloy Pd H  
neighbor          0.3 bin 
neigh_modify         delay 5 
# 
variable                n loop 21 
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variable                p index -10000 -9000 -8000 -7000 -6000 -5000 -




variable                t index 0  
velocity                all create $t 4928459 
 
fix                     1 all nve  
fix                     2 all temp/rescale 1 $t $t 0.01 1.0  
fix                     3 all nph iso $p $p 1 drag 100 
 
#fix                     1 all npt temp $t $t 1 iso $p $p 100 




thermo_style            custom press vol  
thermo          100 
#dump                 1 all xyz 1000 $p_Pd.xyz   
# 
log                     $p_Pd.lammps  
# 
run               10000 
clear 
next                    p 
next                    n 
jump                    PdH_0885_BM.in 
 
 




# Compute elastic constant tensor for a crystal 
# 
# Written by Aidan Thompson (Sandia, athomps@sandia.gov) 
# 
#  This script uses the following three include files. 
# 
#   init.mod      (must be modified for different crystal structures) 
#            Define units, deformation parameters and initial 
#    configuration of the atoms and simulation cell.   
# 
# 
#   potential.mod    (must be modified for different pair styles) 
#        Define pair style and other attributes  
#       not stored in restart file 
# 
# 
#   displace.mod    (displace.mod should not need to be modified) 
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#       Perform positive and negative box displacements  
#       in direction ${dir} and size ${up}.  
#       It uses the resultant changes  
#      in stress to compute one 
#       row of the elastic stiffness tensor 
#       
#      Inputs variables: 
#          dir = the Voigt deformation component  
#            (1,2,3,4,5,6)   
#      Global constants: 
#                up = the deformation magnitude (strain units) 
#            cfac = conversion from LAMMPS pressure units to  
#                   output units for elastic constants  
# 
# 
#  To run this on a different system, it should only be necessary to  
#  modify the files init.mod and potential.mod. In order to calculate 
#  the elastic constants correctly, care must be taken to specify 
#  the correct units in init.mod (units, cfac and cunits). It is also 
#  important to verify that the minimization of energy w.r.t atom 
#  positions in the deformed cell is fully converged. 
#  One indication of this is that the elastic constants are 
insensitive 
#  to the choice of the variable ${up} in init.mod. Another is to 
check 
#  the final max and two-norm forces reported in the log file. If you 
know 
#  that minimization is not required, you can set maxiter = 0.0 in  
#  init.mod.  
# 
#  There are two alternate versions of displace.mod provided. 
#  They are displace_restart.mod and displace_reverse.mod.  
#  The former resets the box using a restart file while  
#  the latter reverses the deformation. Copy whichever 






# Compute initial state 
fix 3 all box/relax  iso 0.0 
minimize ${etol} ${ftol} ${maxiter} ${maxeval} 
 
variable tmp equal pxx 
variable pxx0 equal ${tmp} 
variable tmp equal pyy 
variable pyy0 equal ${tmp} 
variable tmp equal pzz 
variable pzz0 equal ${tmp} 
variable tmp equal pyz 
variable pyz0 equal ${tmp} 
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variable tmp equal pxz 
variable pxz0 equal ${tmp} 
variable tmp equal pxy 
variable pxy0 equal ${tmp} 
 
variable tmp equal lx 
variable lx0 equal ${tmp} 
variable tmp equal ly 
variable ly0 equal ${tmp} 
variable tmp equal lz 
variable lz0 equal ${tmp} 
 
# These formulas define the derivatives w.r.t. strain components 
# Constants uses $, variables use v_  
variable d1 equal -(v_pxx1-${pxx0})/(v_delta/v_len0)*${cfac} 
variable d2 equal -(v_pyy1-${pyy0})/(v_delta/v_len0)*${cfac} 
variable d3 equal -(v_pzz1-${pzz0})/(v_delta/v_len0)*${cfac} 
variable d4 equal -(v_pyz1-${pyz0})/(v_delta/v_len0)*${cfac} 
variable d5 equal -(v_pxz1-${pxz0})/(v_delta/v_len0)*${cfac} 
variable d6 equal -(v_pxy1-${pxy0})/(v_delta/v_len0)*${cfac} 
 




# uxx Perturbation 
 
variable dir equal 1 
include displace.mod 
 
# uyy Perturbation 
 
variable dir equal 2 
include displace.mod 
 
# uzz Perturbation 
 
variable dir equal 3 
include displace.mod 
 
# uyz Perturbation 
 
variable dir equal 4 
include displace.mod 
 
# uxz Perturbation 
 
variable dir equal 5 
include displace.mod 
 
# uxy Perturbation 
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variable dir equal 6 
include displace.mod 
 
# Output final values 
 
variable C11all equal ${C11} 
variable C22all equal ${C22} 
variable C33all equal ${C33} 
 
variable C12all equal 0.5*(${C12}+${C21}) 
variable C13all equal 0.5*(${C13}+${C31}) 
variable C23all equal 0.5*(${C23}+${C32}) 
 
variable C44all equal ${C44} 
variable C55all equal ${C55} 
variable C66all equal ${C66} 
 
variable C14all equal 0.5*(${C14}+${C41}) 
variable C15all equal 0.5*(${C15}+${C51}) 
variable C16all equal 0.5*(${C16}+${C61}) 
 
variable C24all equal 0.5*(${C24}+${C42}) 
variable C25all equal 0.5*(${C25}+${C52}) 
variable C26all equal 0.5*(${C26}+${C62}) 
 
variable C34all equal 0.5*(${C34}+${C43}) 
variable C35all equal 0.5*(${C35}+${C53}) 
variable C36all equal 0.5*(${C36}+${C63}) 
 
variable C45all equal 0.5*(${C45}+${C54}) 
variable C46all equal 0.5*(${C46}+${C64}) 
variable C56all equal 0.5*(${C56}+${C65}) 
variable Bm     equal (1/3)*(${C11all}+2*(${C12all})) 
variable Cpr    equal 0.5*(${C11all}-(${C12all}))  
 
# For Stillinger-Weber silicon, the analytical results 
# are known to be (E. R. Cowley, 1988): 
#               C11 = 151.4 GPa 
#               C12 = 76.4 GPa 
#               C44 = 56.4 GPa 
 
print "Elastic Constant C11all = ${C11all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C22all = ${C22all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C33all = ${C33all} ${cunits}" 
 
print "Elastic Constant C12all = ${C12all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C13all = ${C13all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C23all = ${C23all} ${cunits}" 
 
print "Elastic Constant C44all = ${C44all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C55all = ${C55all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C66all = ${C66all} ${cunits}" 
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print "Elastic Constant C14all = ${C14all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C15all = ${C15all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C16all = ${C16all} ${cunits}" 
 
print "Elastic Constant C24all = ${C24all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C25all = ${C25all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C26all = ${C26all} ${cunits}" 
 
print "Elastic Constant C34all = ${C34all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C35all = ${C35all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C36all = ${C36all} ${cunits}" 
 
print "Elastic Constant C45all = ${C45all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C46all = ${C46all} ${cunits}" 
print "Elastic Constant C56all = ${C56all} ${cunits}" 
 
print "Bulk Modulus BMall      = ${Bm}     ${cunits}" 





variable                t equal 500 
variable                p equal 0 
velocity                all create $t 4928459 
#fix                    1 all npt temp $t $t 1 iso $p $p 100 
 
fix                     1 all npt temp $t 1.0 10 iso 0.0 0.0 100 
fix                     2 all temp/rescale 1 $t 1.0 0.01 1.0  
 
run                     100000 
unfix                   1 





# NOTE: This script can be modified for different pair styles  
# See in.elastic for more info. 
 
#include  init.mod 
 
# Choose potential 
pair_style     eam/alloy  
pair_coeff     * * PdH.eam.alloy Pd H 
 
# Setup neighbor style 
neighbor 1.0 nsq 
neigh_modify once no every 1 delay 0 check yes 
 
# Setup minimization style 
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min_style      cg  
min_modify      dmax ${dmax} line quadratic 
 
dump        1  all xyz 10 PdH.xyz  
dump        2  all custom 10 PdH_Custom.xyz type id x y z 
dump_modify 2  sort  1 
 
# Setup output 
thermo  1 
 
#  pxx,pyy,pzz,pxy,pxz,pyz = 6 components of pressure tensor 
 
thermo_style custom step temp pe press pxx pyy pzz pxy pxz pyz lx ly 
lz vol 
thermo_modify norm no 
 
MTALAB PROGRAM FOR FITTING THE MODEL PARAMETERS 
function EAM_Parameters_Fitting 
    % Use as of 03-13-2017 
    warning off 
    % Clear command window 
    clc 
    % Format size 
    format short 
    % Global variables for octahedral structure 
    global ri_PdH100_OC 
    global index_PdH100_OC_1 
    global index_PdH100_OC_2 
    % Global variables for tetrahedral structure 
    global ri_PdH200_TE 
    global index_PdH200_TE_1 
    global index_PdH200_TE_2 
    % Global elements type 
    global element 
    global type_1 
    global type_2 
 
    % load input files 
    % 4x4x4 OC input file 
    load PdH100_OC_SORTED.data; 
    % 4x4x4 TE input file 
    load PdH_TE_SORTED.data; 
 
    % Atomic positions for Pd FCC structure 
    ri_PdH100_OC = PdH100_OC_SORTED(:,:); 
    ri_PdH200_TE = PdH_TE_SORTED(:,:); 
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    % Indices for OC central atoms 
    ra_1 = [1 0 0 0]; 
    ra_2 = [2 1 1 1]; 
    % Indices for TE central atoms 
    ra_1_TE = [1 0 0 0]; 
    ra_2_TE = [2 0.5 0.5 0.5]; 
 
    % Find atom index for OC structure using MATLAB find function 
    index_PdH100_OC_1 = find(ismember(ri_PdH100_OC,ra_1,'rows')) 
    index_PdH100_OC_2 = find(ismember(ri_PdH100_OC,ra_2,'rows')) 
    % Find atom index for TE structure using MATLAB find function 
    index_PdH200_TE_1 = find(ismember(ri_PdH200_TE,ra_1_TE,'rows')) 
    index_PdH200_TE_2 = find(ismember(ri_PdH200_TE,ra_2_TE,'rows')) 
    % Atom types 
    type_1 = 1; 
    type_2 = 2; 
 
    % Pd Expermintal data 
    element = 'Pd'; 
    [aFcce,EcFcce,c11e,c12e,c44e,~,Eve,aBcce,EcBcce] = parameters(element); 
 
    % Pd Fitting Parameters 
    re = aFcce/sqrt(2); 
    Fe = EcFcce-Eve; 
    rc = 1.75*aFcce; 
    N = 4; 
    V  = aFcce^3/N; 
    fe = EcFcce/V; 
 
    xx = [2.0345    0.2152    8.5931    7.2641    1.0000    3.3442]; 
 
    % Pd Fitting Parameters 
    Xi   = xx(1); 
    phie = xx(2); 
    S    = xx(3); 
    B    = xx(4); 
    n    = xx(5); 
    rhoe = xx(6); 
 
    % HH 
    X0_H = [1,1,1,1,1]; 
    Xl_H = [0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1]; 
    Xu_H = [13,12,12,12,12]; 
    % PdH 
    X0_PdH = [1,1,1]; 
    Xl_PdH = [0.1,0.1,0.1]; 
    Xu_PdH = [12,12,12]; 
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    % FH 
    X0_FH = [8 , 65, 0.000197047, 1.1886, 1.50964, 2.51980]; 
    Xl_FH = [6 , 40, 0.0001,      1.1870, 1.3,     1.0]; 
    Xu_FH = [12, 70, 2.0         ,2 ,    2,    4]; 
    % 
    X0_PdH = [X0_H, X0_PdH, X0_FH]; 
    Xl_PdH = [Xl_H, Xl_PdH, Xl_FH]; 
    Xu_PdH = [Xu_H, Xu_PdH, Xu_FH]; 
    % 
    options.MaxFunEvals = 60000; 
    options.TolFun = 1.00e-6; 
    options.TolX = 1.00e-6; 
 
    % 
    [x,fval] = fmincon(@objfun,X0_PdH,[],[],[],[],Xl_PdH,Xu_PdH,[],options) 
    % Write results 
    fId = fopen('C:\MU-Papers-active\EAM\MATLAB-Code-02-07-
2017\BM\PdH_Fitting_Parameters','w'); 
    fprintf(fId,'%f\t',x); 
    fclose(fId); 
 
    % Phi_HH 
    DHH =  x(1); 
    aHH =  x(2); 
    bHH =  x(3); 
 
    % f_HH 
    CH = x(4); 
    DH = x(5); 
    rho0H = 7.98909; 
 
    % Phi_PdH 
    DPdH = x(6); 
    aPdH = x(7); 
    bPdH = x(8); 
 
    % F_H 
    aH = x(9); 
    bH = x(10); 
    cH = x(11); 
    dH = x(12); 
    % 
    r0PdH = x(13); 
    r0HH =  x(14); 
 
    %  Rho PdPd fitting parameters 
    X0_PdPd = [fe,Xi,re]; 
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    %  F PdPd fitting parameters 
    X1_PdPd = [Fe,rhoe,n]; 
    %  Phi PdPd fitting parametters 
    X2_PdPd = [phie,S,B,re]; 
    % f_HH 
    X0_HH  = [CH,DH,rho0H]; 
 
    ri    = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    aFcce_H = 3.38; 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * aFcce_H; 
    rho0H = Rho(index,1,ri,3.38,rc_1,@f_HH,X0_HH) 
 
    % f_H 
    X0_HH  = [CH,DH,rho0H]; 
    % F_H 
    X1_HH  = [aH,bH,cH,dH]; 
    % Phi_HH 
    X2_HH  = [DHH,aHH,bHH,r0HH]; 
    % Phi_HH, f_HH,   F_H 
    X22_HH = [X2_HH,X0_HH,X1_HH]; 
    % Vectores of fitting parameters 




% For PdPd Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
    ri = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index_Pd = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    aFcce_Pd = 3.89 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * aFcce_Pd; 
    rc_2 = -1; 
    % 
    N = 4; 
    [Ec_Pd,dEda_Pd,C11_Pd,C12_Pd,C44_Pd,Bm_Pd,Ev_Pd] = ... 
                      fitProperties(ri,aFcce_Pd,N,index_Pd,1,1,... 
                      @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                      @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                      @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                      2,0,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                      @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2) 
     % Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 
     % for PdPd octahedral structure 
     Cpr_Pd = (C11_Pd - C12_Pd)/2 
     Bm_Pd  = (C11_Pd + 2*C12_Pd)/3 
%************************************************************************* 
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% For HH Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
    ri = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    aFcce_H = 3.38 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * aFcce_H; 
    rc_2 = -1; 
    N = 4; 
    [Ec_H,dEda_H,C11_H,C12_H,C44_H,Bm_H]  = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce_H,N,index,1,1,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_1,... 
                   2,0,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2) 
     %Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 
     % for HH structure 
     Cpr_H = (C11_H - C12_H)/2 
     Bm_H  = (C11_H + 2*C12_H)/3 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% For PdH000 Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
    ri    = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdH025] = PdH_parameters('PdH000'); 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH 
    rc_1  = 1.75 * 3.89; 
    rc_2  = 1.75 * 3.38; 
    % PdH000 
    yy = 1.0; 
    xx = 0.0; 
    N = 4; 
    % PdH 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12,Ev_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    
 % HPd 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
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                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   2,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % 
    X = xx/(1+xx); 
    Ec_PdH000  = ( yy * Ec_Pd_12  + xx * Ec_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    C11_PdH000 = ( yy * C11_Pd_12 + xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    C12_PdH000 = ( yy * C12_Pd_12 + xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    C44_PdH000 = ( yy * C44_Pd_12 + xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    Bm_PdH000  = ( yy * Bm_Pd_12  + xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    Cpr_PdH000 = (C11_PdH000 - C12_PdH000)/2 
    Bm_PdH000  = (C11_PdH000 + 2*C12_PdH000)/3 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% For PdH100 Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
     ri   = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
   [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdH100] = PdH_parameters('PdH100'); 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH 
    rc_1  = 1.75 * 3.89; 
    rc_2  = 1.75 * 3.38; 
    % PdH1.0 
    yy = 1.0; 
    xx = 1.0; 
    N = 8; 
    % PdH 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12,Ev_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
 
% HPd 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   2,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
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% 
    X = xx/(1+xx) 
    Ec_PdH100   = ( yy * Ec_Pd_12  + xx * Ec_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    C11_PdH100  = ( yy * C11_Pd_12 + xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    C12_PdH100  = ( yy * C12_Pd_12 + xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    C44_PdH100  = ( yy * C44_Pd_12 + xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    Bm_PdH100   = ( yy * Bm_Pd_12  + xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    dEda_PdH100 = ( yy * dEda_Pd_12 + xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    Cpr_PdH100  = (C11_PdH100 -   C12_PdH100)/2 
    Bm_PdH100   = (C11_PdH100 + 2*C12_PdH100)/3 
    dH_mix_100  =  Ec_PdH100 - 2*X*Ec_PdH100 - (1-2*X)*Ec_Pd 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% For PdH0.25 Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
     ri   = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdH025] = PdH_parameters('PdH025'); 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH 
    rc_1  = 1.75 * 3.89; 
    rc_2  = 1.75 * 3.38; 
    % PdH0.25 
    yy = 1.0; 
    xx = 0.25; 
    N = 5; 
    % PdH 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12,Ev_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
   
% HPd 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   2,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % 
    X = xx/(1+xx) 
    Ec_PdH025   = ( yy * Ec_Pd_12  + xx * Ec_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    C11_PdH025  = ( yy * C11_Pd_12 + xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
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    C12_PdH025  = ( yy * C12_Pd_12 + xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    C44_PdH025  = ( yy * C44_Pd_12 + xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    Bm_PdH025   = ( yy * Bm_Pd_12  + xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    dEda_PdH025 = (yy * dEda_Pd_12 + xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    Cpr_PdH025  = (C11_PdH025 - C12_PdH025)/2 
    Bm_PdH025   = (C11_PdH025 + 2*C12_PdH025)/3 
    dH_mix_025  =  Ec_PdH025 - 2*X*Ec_PdH100 - (1-2*X)*Ec_Pd 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% For PdH0.5 Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
     ri       = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdH050] = PdH_parameters('PdH050'); 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * 3.89; 
    rc_2 = 1.75 * 3.38; 
    % PdH0.5 
    yy = 1.0; 
    xx = 0.5; 
    N = 6; 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12,Ev_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
     
% 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   2,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % 
    X = xx/(1+xx) 
    Ec_PdH050   = ( yy * Ec_Pd_12  + xx * Ec_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    C11_PdH050  = ( yy * C11_Pd_12 + xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    C12_PdH050  = ( yy * C12_Pd_12 + xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    C44_PdH050  = ( yy * C44_Pd_12 + xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    Bm_PdH050   = ( yy * Bm_Pd_12  + xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    dEda_PdH050 = (yy * dEda_Pd_12 + xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    Cpr_PdH050  = (C11_PdH050 - C12_PdH050)/2 
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    Bm_PdH050   = (C11_PdH050 + 2*C12_PdH050)/3 
    dH_mix_050  =  Ec_PdH050 - 2*X*Ec_PdH100 - (1-2*X)*Ec_Pd 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% For PdH0.75 Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
     ri   = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
   [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdH075] = PdH_parameters('PdH075'); 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH 
    rc_1  = 1.75 * 3.89; 
    rc_2  = 1.75 * 3.38; 
    % PdH0.5 
    yy = 1.0; 
    xx = 0.75; 
    N = 7; 
    % PdH 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12,Ev_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    
 % 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   2,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % HPd 
    X = xx/(1+xx) 
    Ec_PdH075   = ( yy * Ec_Pd_12  + xx * Ec_H_12  )/(yy + xx) 
    C11_PdH075  = ( yy * C11_Pd_12 + xx * C11_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    C12_PdH075  = ( yy * C12_Pd_12 + xx * C12_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    C44_PdH075  = ( yy * C44_Pd_12 + xx * C44_H_12 )/(yy + xx) 
    Bm_PdH075   = ( yy * Bm_Pd_12  + xx * Bm_H_12  )/(yy + xx) 
    dEda_PdH075 = ( yy * dEda_Pd_12 + xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + xx) 
    Cpr_PdH075  = (C11_PdH075 - C12_PdH075)/2 
    Bm_PdH075   = (C11_PdH075 + 2*C12_PdH075)/3 
    dH_mix_075  =  Ec_PdH075 - 2*X*Ec_PdH100 - (1-2*X)*Ec_Pd 
 
%************************************************************************* 
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% PdH0.25H0.25 TE 
%************************************************************************* 
   [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdHT50] = PdH_parameters('PdHT50'); 
    ri    = ri_PdH200_TE; 
    index_1 = index_PdH200_TE_1; 
    index_2 = index_PdH200_TE_2; 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH; 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * 3.89; 
    rc_2 = 1.75 * 3.38; 
    yy = 1.0; 
    xx = 0.25; 
    N = 6; 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index_1,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
   
% 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index_2,2,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   1,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % Cohesive energy and its derivative for PdH 0.5 tetrahedral structure 
    Ec_PdHT50   = (yy * Ec_Pd_12   + 2*xx * Ec_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    dEda_PdHT50 = (yy * dEda_Pd_12 + 2*xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    % Elastic constants and bulk modulus for PdH 0.5 tetrahedral structure 
    C11_PdHT50  = (yy * C11_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    C12_PdHT50  = (yy * C12_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    C44_PdHT50  = (yy * C44_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    Bm_PdHT50   = (yy * Bm_Pd_12  + 2*xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + 2*xx); 
    % Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 
    % for PdH 0.5 tetrahedral structure 
    Cpr_PdHT50  = (C11_PdHT50 - C12_PdHT50)/2; 
    Bm_PdHT50   = (C11_PdHT50 + 2*C12_PdHT50)/3; 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% PdH0.375H0.375 TE 
%************************************************************************* 
   [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdHT75] = PdH_parameters('PdHT75'); 
    ri    = ri_PdH200_TE; 
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    index_1 = index_PdH200_TE_1; 
    index_2 = index_PdH200_TE_2; 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH; 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * 3.89; 
    rc_2 = 1.75 * 3.38; 
    yy = 1.0; 
    xx = 0.375; 
    N = 7; 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index_1,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
     
% 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index_2,2,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   1,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % Cohesive energy and its derivative for PdH 0.75 tetrahedral structure 
    Ec_PdHT75   = (yy * Ec_Pd_12   + 2*xx * Ec_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx) 
    dEda_PdHT75 = (yy * dEda_Pd_12 + 2*xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx) 
    % Elastic constants and bulk modulus for PdH 0.75 tetrahedral structure 
    C11_PdHT75  = (yy * C11_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx) 
    C12_PdHT75  = (yy * C12_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx) 
    C44_PdHT75  = (yy * C44_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx) 
    Bm_PdHT75   = (yy * Bm_Pd_12  + 2*xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + 2*xx) 
    % Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 
    % for PdH 0.75 tetrahedral structure 
    Cpr_PdHT75  = (C11_PdHT75 - C12_PdHT75)/2 
    Bm_PdHT75   = (C11_PdHT75 + 2*C12_PdHT75)/3 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% Plot Results 
%************************************************************************* 
 
    x = [0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0]; 
    % From Sandia Paper 
    Eca      = [-3.910;-3.64024;-3.48770;-3.37031;-3.26966]; 
    Ecc_Calc = [Ec_PdH000,Ec_PdH025,Ec_PdH050,Ec_PdH075,Ec_PdH100]; 
    C11_Calc = [C11_PdH000,C11_PdH025,C11_PdH050,C11_PdH075,C11_PdH100]; 
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    C12_Calc = [C12_PdH000,C12_PdH025,C12_PdH050,C12_PdH075,C12_PdH100]; 
    C44_Calc = [C44_PdH000,C44_PdH025,C44_PdH050,C44_PdH075,C44_PdH100] * 100; 
    Cpr_Calc = [Cpr_PdH000,Cpr_PdH025,Cpr_PdH050,Cpr_PdH075,Cpr_PdH100] * 100; 
    Bm_Calc  = [Bm_PdH000, Bm_PdH025, Bm_PdH050, Bm_PdH075, Bm_PdH100] * 100; 
 
    % Cohesive Energy of Zhou 
    Ecc_Zhou = [-3.91,-3.5626,-3.3233,-3.1563,-3.0390]; 
    % Bulk Modulus of Zhou and DFT 
    Bm_Zhou  = [1.95/1.6021766208,1.3379,1.3792,1.4537,1.5421] * 160.21766208; 
    Bm_DFT   = [1.95,1.41,1.27,1.24,1.21] * 100; 
    % C44 of Zhou and DFT 
    C44_Zhou = [0.712/1.6021766208,0.3163,0.294,0.2691,0.2351] * 160.21766208; 
    C44_DFT =  [0.712/1.6021766208,0.4590,0.420,0.3820,0.3440] * 160.21766208; 
    
 % C' of Zhou and DFT 
    Cpr_Zhou = [0.181/1.6021766208,0.1503,0.1649,0.1791,0.1893] * 160.21766208; 
    Cpr_DFT =  [0.181/1.6021766208,0.0550,0.1350,0.1640,0.1460] * 160.21766208; 
 
    % Comparison Cohesive Energy plot of this work with Zhou and DFT 
    figure(1) 
    plot(x,Ecc_Calc,'black:',x,Ecc_Zhou,'black--',x,Eca,'black.-','markersize',3, 'linewidth',3) 
    xlabel('x','fontsize',24) 
    ylabel('Ec/ (eV)','fontsize',18) 
    legend('This Work','Zhou','adjusted DFT') 
    set(gca,'FontSize',24,'FontWeight','bold','linewidth',3) 
    % Comparison C44 plot of this work with Zhou and DFT 
    figure(2) 
    plot(x,C44_Calc,'black:',x,C44_Zhou,'black--',x,C44_DFT,'black.-','markersize',3, 'linewidth',3) 
    legend('Calc','Zhou','DFT') 
    ylabel('C44 (GPa)','fontsize',18) 
    xlabel('x','fontsize',24) 
    set(gca,'FontSize',24,'FontWeight','bold','linewidth',3) 
    % Comparison bulk modulus plot of this work with Zhou and DFT 
    figure(3) 
    plot(x,Bm_Calc,'black:',x,Bm_Zhou,'black--',x,Bm_DFT,'black.-','markersize',3, 'linewidth',3) 
    legend('Calc','Zhou','DFT') 
    xlabel('X','fontsize',24) 
    ylabel('Bm (GPa)','fontsize',18) 
    set(gca,'FontSize',24,'FontWeight','bold','linewidth',3) 
    % Comparison C' plot of this work with Zhou and DFT 
    figure(4) 
    plot(x,Cpr_Calc,'black:',x,Cpr_Zhou,'black--',x,Cpr_DFT,'black.-','markersize',3, 'linewidth',3) 
    legend('Calc','Zhou','DFT') 
    xlabel('X','fontsize',24) 
    ylabel('Cpr (GPa)','fontsize',18) 
    set(gca,'FontSize',24,'FontWeight','bold','linewidth',3) 
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    % Plot for C11 and C12 
    figure(5) 
    plot(x,C11_Calc,'black:',x,C12_Calc, 'black.-','markersize',3, 'linewidth',3) 
    legend('C11','C12','CPr') 
    xlabel('X','fontsize',24) 
    ylabel('GPa','fontsize',18) 
    set(gca,'FontSize',24,'FontWeight','bold','linewidth',3) 
    % Comparison Two Body Potential plot of this work with Zhou and DFT 
    figure(6) 
    j = 1; 
     
   for r = 1.0:0.01:5.35 
       Phi_HH(j)  = phi_HH(r,X22_HH); 
       Phi_PdH(j) = phi_PdH(r,X4_PdH); 
       j = j + 1; 
    end 
    r = [1.0:0.01:5.35]; 
    plot(r,Phi_HH,'black-',r,Phi_PdH,'black-.','markersize',3, 'linewidth',3) 
    xlabel('r/r_o','fontsize',24) 
    ylabel('Two Body Potential / (eV)','fontsize',24) 
    legend('HH','PdH') 
    set(gca,'FontSize',24,'FontWeight','bold','linewidth',3) 
    axis([1,6,-2,1]) 
    xL = xlim; 
    line(xL, [0 0],'linewidth',3);  %x-axis 
    % Comparison Embedding Energy plot of this work with Zhou and DFT 
    figure(7) 
    j = 1; 
    for rho = 0:0.1:50 
        FH(j) = F_H(rho,X22_HH); 
        j = j + 1; 
    end 
    rho = [0:0.1:50]; 
    plot(rho,FH,'black-.','markersize',3, 'linewidth',3); 
    xlabel('Rho','fontsize',24) 
    ylabel('Embedding Energy / (eV)','fontsize',24) 
    legend('H') 
    set(gca,'FontSize',24,'FontWeight','bold','linewidth',3) 
    % Comparison Electron Density plot of this work with Zhou and DFT 
    figure(8) 
     j = 1; 
    for r = 0:0.1:5.35 
       % As in Zhou and SANDIA Papers 
       fHH(j) = f_HH(r,X0_HH); 
       j = j + 1; 
    end 
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    r = [0:0.1:5.35]; 
    plot(r,fHH,'black-.','markersize',3, 'linewidth',3) 
    xlabel('r (A^o)','fontsize',24) 
    ylabel('Rho','fontsize',18) 
    legend('H','fontsize',2) 





% Optimization Function 
%************************************************************************* 
function f = objfun(x) 
 
    global ri_PdH100_OC; 
    global ri_PdH200_TE; 
    % Global variables for octahedral structure 
    global index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    % Global variables for tetrahedral structure 
    global index_PdH200_TE_1 
    global index_PdH200_TE_2 
    % 
    [aFcce_Pd,EcFcce_Pd,C11e_Pd,C12e_Pd,C44e_Pd,Bme_Pd,Eve_Pd,aBcce_Pd,... 
        EcBcce_Pd] = parameters('Pd'); 
    % 
    [aFcce_H,EcFcce_H,C11e_H,C12e_H,C44e_H,Bme_H,Eve_H,aBcce_H,EcBcce_H,... 
        Cpre_H] = parameters('Hi'); 
    % 
    re = aFcce_Pd/sqrt(2); 
    Fe = EcFcce_Pd-Eve_Pd; 
    rc = 1.75 * aFcce_Pd; 
    N = 4; 
    V  = aFcce_Pd^3/N; 
    fe = EcFcce_Pd/V; 
    xx = [3.0000    0.2131    8.6577    7.1766    0.7096    3.1225]; 
 
    % Pd fitting parameters 
    Xi   = xx(1); 
    phie = xx(2); 
    S    = xx(3); 
    B    = xx(4); 
    n    = xx(5); 
    rhoe = xx(6); 
 
    % H 
    DHH =  x(1); 
    aHH =  x(2); 
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    bHH =  x(3); 
 
    % f_HH 
    CH = x(4); 
    DH = x(5); 
    rho0H = 7.98909; 
    % Phi_PdH 
    DPdH = x(6); 
    aPdH = x(7); 
    bPdH = x(8); 
 
    % F_H 
    aH = x(9); 
    bH = x(10); 
    cH = x(11); 
    dH = x(12); 
    % 
    r0PdH = x(13); 
    r0HH =  x(14); 
 
    % Fitting Parameters for Pd 
    % Rho PdPd fitting parameters 
    X0_PdPd = [fe,Xi,re]; 
    % F PdPd fitting parameters 
    X1_PdPd = [Fe,rhoe,n]; 
    % Phi PdPd fitting parametters 
    X2_PdPd = [phie,S,B,re]; 
 
    % 
    ri    = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    aFcce_Pd = 3.89; 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * aFcce_Pd; 
    rho0Pd = Rho(index,1,ri,3.89,rc_1,@f_PdPd,X0_PdPd); 
 
    % Rho HH fitting parameters 
    X0_HH  = [CH,DH,rho0H]; 
    % 
    ri    = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    aFcce_H = 3.38; 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * aFcce_H; 
    rho0H = Rho(index,1,ri,3.38,rc_1,@f_HH,X0_HH); 
 
    % 
    X0_HH  = [CH,DH,rho0H]; 
    % F HH fitting parameters 
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    X1_HH  = [aH,bH,cH,dH]; 
    % Phi HH fitting parametters 
    X2_HH  = [DHH,aHH,bHH,r0HH]; 
    % 
    X22_HH = [X2_HH,X0_HH,X1_HH]; 
    % Phi PdH fitting parametters 
    X4_PdH = [DPdH,aPdH,bPdH,r0PdH]; 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% PdPd Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
    ri    = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
   [aFcce_Pd,EcFcce_Pd] = PdH_parameters('PdH000'); 
    aFcce = aFcce_Pd; 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * aFcce_Pd; 
    rc_2 = -1; 
    yy = 1; 
    xx = 0; 
    N = 4; 
    [Ec_Pd,dEda_Pd,C11_Pd,C12_Pd,C44_Pd,Bm_Pd,Ev_Pd] = ... 
        fitProperties(ri,aFcce_Pd,N,index,1,yy,... 
        @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
        @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
        @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
        2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
        @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% HH Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
    ri    = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    aFcce_H = 3.38; 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * aFcce_H; 
    rc_2 = -1; 
    N = 4; 
    [Ec_H,dEda_H,C11_H,C12_H,C44_H,Bm_H]  = fitProperties(ri,aFcce_H,... 
        N,index,1,1,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
        @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
        @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_1,... 
        2,0,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
        @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
      % Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 
      % for PdH 0.75 tetrahedral structure 
      Cpr_H = (C11_H - C12_H)/2; 
      Bm_H  = (C11_H + 2*C12_H)/3; 
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      % 
      d8  = 1000 * (Ec_H + EcFcce_H)^2; 
      d9  = 1 * (C44_H - C44e_H)^2; 
      d10 = 1000 * (dEda_H)^2; 
      % 
      if (Bm_H > Bme_H) 
        d11 = 0; 
      else 
        d11 = 1 * (Bm_H - Bme_H)^2; 
      end 
      d12 = 1 * (Cpr_H - Cpre_H)^2; 
 
 %************************************************************************* 
% PdH100 Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
   [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdH100] = PdH_parameters('PdH100'); 
    ri    = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH; 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * 3.89; 
    rc_2 = 1.75 * 3.38; 
    yy = 1; 
    xx = 1; 
    N = 4 * (yy+xx); 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % Cohesive energy and its derivative for PdH 0.25 octahedral structure 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   2,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % Elastic constants and bulk modulus for PdH 0.25 octahedral structure 
    Ec_PdH100   = (yy * Ec_Pd_12  + xx * Ec_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    dEda_PdH100 = (yy * dEda_Pd_12 + xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    
 % Elastic constants and bulk modulus for PdH 0.25 octahedral structure 
    C11_PdH100  = (yy * C11_Pd_12 + xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    C12_PdH100  = (yy * C12_Pd_12 + xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
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    C44_PdH100  = (yy * C44_Pd_12 + xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    Bm_PdH100   = (yy * Bm_Pd_12  + xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + xx); 
    % Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 
    % for PdH 0.25 octahedral structure 
    Cpr_PdH100  = (C11_PdH100 - C12_PdH100)/2; 
    Bm_PdH100   = (C11_PdH100 + 2*C12_PdH100)/3; 
 
    % 
    d16  = 1 * (Ec_PdH100 + Ece_PdH100)^2; 
    d16a = 1 * (dEda_PdH100)^2; 
    % Sandia Paper Page 171 
    d16b = 1 * (Cpr_PdH100 - 0.1460*1.6021766208)^2; 
    d16c = 1 * (C44_PdH100 - 0.3440*1.6021766208)^2; 
    if (Bm_PdH100 > 1.050*1.6021766208) 
        d16d = 0; 
    else 
        d16d = 1 * (Bm_PdH100 - 1.050*1.6021766208)^2; 
    end 
%   d16 = 1 * (Bm_PdH100  - 1.21)^2; 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% PdH025 Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
   [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdH025] = PdH_parameters('PdH025'); 
    ri    = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH; 
    rc_1 = 1.75 * 3.89; 
    rc_2 = 1.75 * 3.38; 
    yy = 1; 
    xx = 0.25; 
    N = 4 * (yy+xx); 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    
 % 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
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                   2,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % Cohesive energy and its derivative for PdH 0.25 octahedral structure 
    Ec_PdH025   = (yy * Ec_Pd_12  + xx * Ec_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    dEda_PdH025 = (yy * dEda_Pd_12 + xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    % Elastic constants and bulk modulus for PdH 0.25 octahedral structure 
    C11_PdH025  = (yy * C11_Pd_12 + xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    C12_PdH025  = (yy * C12_Pd_12 + xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    C44_PdH025  = (yy * C44_Pd_12 + xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    Bm_PdH025   = (yy * Bm_Pd_12  + xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + xx); 
    % Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 
    % for PdH 0.25 octahedral structure 
    Cpr_PdH025  = (C11_PdH025 - C12_PdH025)/2; 
    Bm_PdH025   = (C11_PdH025 + 2*C12_PdH025)/3; 
    X = xx/(1+xx); 
    dH_mix_025  =  Ec_PdH025 - 2*X*Ec_PdH100 - (1-2*X)*Ec_Pd; 
 
    % 
    d13  = 1 * (Ec_PdH025 + Ece_PdH025)^2; 
    d13a = 1 * (dEda_PdH025)^2; 
    % Sandia Paper Page 171 
    d13b = 1 * (Cpr_PdH025 - 0.055*1.6021766208)^2; 
    d13c = 1 * (C44_PdH025 - 0.459*1.6021766208)^2; 
    if (Bm_PdH025  > 1.050*1.6021766208) 
        d13d = 0; 
    else 
        d13d = 1 * (Bm_PdH025  - 1.050*1.6021766208)^2; 
    end 
%   d13 = 1 * (Bm_PdH025  - 1.41)^2; 
    d13e = 1 * (dH_mix_025 - 0.12)^2; 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% PdH050 Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
   [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdH050] = PdH_parameters('PdH050'); 
    ri    = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH; 
    yy = 1; 
    xx = 0.5; 
    N = 4 * (yy+xx); 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
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                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   2,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % Cohesive energy and its derivative for PdH 0.75 octahedral structure 
    Ec_PdH050   = (yy * Ec_Pd_12  + xx * Ec_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    dEda_PdH050 = (yy * dEda_Pd_12 + xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    % Elastic constants and bulk modulus for PdH 0.75 octahedral structure 
    C11_PdH050  = (yy * C11_Pd_12 + xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    C12_PdH050  = (yy * C12_Pd_12 + xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    C44_PdH050  = (yy * C44_Pd_12 + xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    Bm_PdH050   = (yy * Bm_Pd_12  + xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + xx); 
    % Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 
    % for PdH 0.5 octahedral structure 
    Cpr_PdH050  = (C11_PdH050 - C12_PdH050)/2; 
    Bm_PdH050   = (C11_PdH050 + 2*C12_PdH050)/3; 
    X = xx/(1+xx); 
    dH_mix_050  =  Ec_PdH050 - 2*X*Ec_PdH100 - (1-2*X)*Ec_Pd; 
 
    % 
    d14  = 1 * (Ec_PdH050 + Ece_PdH050)^2; 
    d14a = (dEda_PdH050)^2; 
    % Sandia Paper Page 171 
    d14b = 1 * (Cpr_PdH050 - 0.135*1.6021766208)^2; 
    d14c = 1 * (C44_PdH050 - 0.420*1.6021766208)^2; 
    if (Bm_PdH050  > 1.050*1.6021766208) 
        d14d = 0; 
    else 
        d14d = 1 * (Bm_PdH050  - 1.050*1.6021766208)^2; 
    end 
%   d14 = 1 * (Bm_PdH050  - 1.27)^2; 
    d14e = 1 * (dH_mix_050 - 0.02)^2; 
 
%************************************************************************* 
% PdH050 Fcc 
%************************************************************************* 
   [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdH075] = PdH_parameters('PdH075'); 
    ri    = ri_PdH100_OC; 
    index = index_PdH100_OC_1; 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH; 
    yy = 1; 
    xx = 0.75; 
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    N = 4 * (yy+xx); 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index,1,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   2,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % Cohesive energy and its derivative for PdH 0.75 octahedral structure 
    Ec_PdH075   = (yy * Ec_Pd_12  + xx * Ec_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    dEda_PdH075 = (yy * dEda_Pd_12 + xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    % Elastic constants and bulk modulus for PdH 0.75 octahedral structure 
    C11_PdH075  = (yy * C11_Pd_12 + xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    C12_PdH075  = (yy * C12_Pd_12 + xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    C44_PdH075  = (yy * C44_Pd_12 + xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + xx); 
    Bm_PdH075   = (yy * Bm_Pd_12  + xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + xx); 
    % Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 
    % for PdH 0.75 octahedral structure 
    Cpr_PdH075  = (C11_PdH075 - C12_PdH075)/2; 
    Bm_PdH075   = (C11_PdH075 + 2*C12_PdH075)/3; 
    X = xx/(1+xx); 
    dH_mix_075  =  Ec_PdH075 - 2*X*Ec_PdH100 - (1-2*X)*Ec_Pd; 
   
  % 
    d15  = 1 * (Ec_PdH075 + Ece_PdH075)^2; 
    d15a = (dEda_PdH075)^2; 
    % Sandia Paper Page 171 
    d15b = 1 * (Cpr_PdH075 - 0.164*1.6021766208)^2; 
    d15c = 1 * (C44_PdH075 - 0.382*1.6021766208)^2; 
    if (Bm_PdH075 > 1.050*1.6021766208) 
        d15d = 0; 
    else 
        d15d = 1 * (Bm_PdH075  - 1.050*1.6021766208)^2; 
    end 
%   d15 = 1 * (Bm_PdH075  - 1.24)^2; 
    d15e = 1 * (dH_mix_075 - (-0.08))^2; 
 
%************************************************************************* 




   [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdHT50] = PdH_parameters('PdHT50'); 
    ri      = ri_PdH200_TE; 
    index_1 = index_PdH200_TE_1; 
    index_2 = index_PdH200_TE_2; 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH; 
    yy = 1.0; 
    xx = 0.25; 
    N = 4*(yy + 2*xx); 
    [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index_1,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % 
 
    [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index_2,2,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   1,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % Cohesive energy and its derivative for PdH 0.5 tetrahedral structure 
    Ec_PdHT50   = (yy * Ec_Pd_12   + 2*xx * Ec_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    dEda_PdHT50 = (yy * dEda_Pd_12 + 2*xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    % Elastic constants and bulk modulus for PdH 0.5 tetrahedral structure 
    C11_PdHT50  = (yy * C11_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    C12_PdHT50  = (yy * C12_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    C44_PdHT50  = (yy * C44_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    Bm_PdHT50   = (yy * Bm_Pd_12  + 2*xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + 2*xx); 
    % Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 for 
    % PdH 0.5 tetrahedral structure 
    Cpr_PdHT50  = (C11_PdHT50 - C12_PdHT50)/2; 
    Bm_PdHT50   = (C11_PdHT50 + 2*C12_PdHT50)/3; 
 
    % 
    if (Ec_PdHT50 > -Ece_PdHT50) 
        d17 = 0; 
    else 
        d17  = 1 * (Ec_PdHT50 + Ece_PdHT50)^2; 
    end 
    d17a = 1 * (dEda_PdHT50)^2; 
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    % Sandia Paper Page 171 
    d17b = 1 * (Cpr_PdHT50 - 0.163*1.6021766208)^2; 
    d17c = 1 * (C44_PdHT50 - 0.381*1.6021766208)^2; 





   [aFcce_PdH,Ece_PdHT75] = PdH_parameters('PdHT75'); 
    ri      = ri_PdH200_TE; 
    index_1 = index_PdH200_TE_1; 
    index_2 = index_PdH200_TE_2; 
    aFcce = aFcce_PdH; 
    yy = 1.0; 
    xx = 0.375; 
    N = 4*(yy + 2*xx); 
   [Ec_Pd_12,dEda_Pd_12,C11_Pd_12,C12_Pd_12,C44_Pd_12,Bm_Pd_12] =... 
                    fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index_1,1,yy,... 
                    @f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                    @F_Pd,@dFdrho_Pd,@d2Fdrho2_Pd,X1_PdPd,... 
                    @phi_PdPd,@dphidr_PdPd,@d2phidr2_PdPd,X2_PdPd,rc_1,... 
                    2,xx,@f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                    @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    
 % 
   [Ec_H_12,dEda_H_12,C11_H_12,C12_H_12,C44_H_12,Bm_H_12] = ... 
                   fitProperties(ri,aFcce,N,index_2,2,xx,... 
                   @f_HH,@dfdr_HH,@d2fdr2_HH,X0_HH,... 
                   @F_H,@dFdrho_H,@d2Fdrho2_H,X22_HH,... 
                   @phi_HH,@dphidr_HH,@d2phidr2_HH,X22_HH,rc_2,... 
                   1,yy,@f_PdPd,@dfdr_PdPd,@d2fdr2_PdPd,X0_PdPd,... 
                   @phi_PdH,@dphidr_PdH,@d2phidr2_PdH,X4_PdH,rc_2); 
    % Cohesive energy and its derivative for PdH 0.75 tetrahedral structure 
    Ec_PdHT75   = (yy * Ec_Pd_12  + 2*xx * Ec_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    dEda_PdHT75 = (yy * dEda_Pd_12 + 2*xx * dEda_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    % Elastic constants and bulk modulus for PdH 0.75 tetrahedral structure 
    C11_PdHT75  = (yy * C11_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C11_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    C12_PdHT75  = (yy * C12_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C12_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    C44_PdHT75  = (yy * C44_Pd_12 + 2*xx * C44_H_12)/(yy + 2*xx); 
    Bm_PdHT75   = (yy * Bm_Pd_12  + 2*xx * Bm_H_12 )/(yy + 2*xx); 
    % Relationship between c' and bulk modulus with C11 and C12 
    Cpr_PdHT75  = (C11_PdHT75 - C12_PdHT75)/2; 
    Bm_PdHT75   = (C11_PdHT75 + 2*C12_PdHT75)/3; 
    % 
    if (Ec_PdHT75 > -Ece_PdHT75) 
        d18 = 0; 
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    else 
         d18  = 1 * (Ec_PdHT75 + Ece_PdHT75)^2; 
    end 
    d18a = 1 * (dEda_PdHT75)^2; 
    % Sandia Paper Page 171 
    d18b = 1 * (Cpr_PdHT75 - 0.163*1.6021766208)^2; 
    d18c = 1 * (C44_PdHT75 - 0.381*1.6021766208)^2; 
    d18d = 1 * (Bm_PdHT75  - 1.050*1.6021766208)^2; 
 
%************************************************************************** 
%  Minimize Error 
%************************************************************************** 
f  =  sqrt( d8 + d9 + d10 + d11 + d12 + ... 
    d13 + d14 + d15 + d16 + ... 
    d17 + d18 + ... 
    d13a + d13b + d13c + d13d + d13e + ... 
    d14a + d14b + d14c + d14d + d14e + ... 
    d15a + d15b + d15c + d15d + d15e + ... 
    d16a + d16b + d16c + d16d + ... 
    d17a + d17b + d17c + d17d + ... 





function [Ec_,dEda_]= fitProperties_1(r,a,N,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,... 
                   F,dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,phi_11,dphidr_11,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1,... 
                   t2,x,f_22,dfdr_22,d2fdr2_22,X3,phi_12,dphidr_12,d2phidr2_12,X4,rc_2) 
 
    Ec_ = Ec(r,a,index,t1,y,f_11,X0,F,X1,phi_11,X2,rc_1,t2,x,f_22,X3,phi_12,X4,rc_2); 
 
    dEda_ = dEda(r,a,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,X0,dFdrho,X1,dphidr_11,X2,rc_1,... 




% Property Functions Used In Parameters Fitting 
%************************************************************************ 
function [Ec_,dEda_,C11,C12,C44,Bm_,Ev_] = fitProperties(r,a,N,index,... 
          t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,F,dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,phi_11,... 
          dphidr_11,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1,t2,x,f_22,dfdr_22,d2fdr2_22,X3,... 
          phi_12,dphidr_12,d2phidr2_12,X4,rc_2) 
    % Cohesive Energy 
    Ec_ = Ec(r,a,index,t1,y,f_11,X0,F,X1,phi_11,X2,rc_1,t2,x,f_22,X3,... 
             phi_12,X4,rc_2); 
    % First Derivative of Ec with respect to a 
    dEda_ = dEda(r,a,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,X0,dFdrho,X1,dphidr_11,X2,... 
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                 rc_1,t2,x,f_22,dfdr_22,X3,dphidr_12,X4,rc_2); 
    % C11 Elastic Constant 
    C11 = Cijkl(1,1,1,1,r,a,N,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,... 
                dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,dphidr_11,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1,... 
                t2,x,f_22,dfdr_22,d2fdr2_22,X3,dphidr_12,d2phidr2_12,X4,rc_2); 
    % C12 Elastic Constant 
    C12 = Cijkl(1,1,2,2,r,a,N,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,... 
                dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,dphidr_11,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1,... 
                t2,x,f_22,dfdr_22,d2fdr2_22,X3,dphidr_12,d2phidr2_12,X4,rc_2); 
    % C44 Elastic Constant 
    C44 = Cijkl(2,3,2,3,r,a,N,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,... 
                dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,dphidr_11,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1,... 
                t2,x,f_22,dfdr_22,d2fdr2_22,X3,dphidr_12,d2phidr2_12,X4,rc_2); 
    % Bulk Modulus 
    Bm_ = Bm(r,a,N,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,... 
             dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1,t2,x,f_22,dfdr_22,... 
             d2fdr2_22,X3,d2phidr2_12,X4,rc_2); 
    % Vacancy Formation 
    Ev_ = 0; 




% Cohesive Energy for Interstitial Solid Solution 
%************************************************************************ 
function f = Ec(ri,a,index,t1,y,f_11,X0,F_11,X1,phi_11,X2,rc_1,t2,x,... 
                f_22,X3,phi_12,X4,rc_2) 
    % 
    Rho_12 = 0; 
    Phi_12 = 0; 
    % 
    Rho_11 = y * Rho(index,t1,ri,a,rc_1,f_11,X0); 
    Phi_11 = y * Phi(index,t1,ri,a,rc_1,phi_11,X2); 
    % 
    if nargin == 19 
       Rho_12  = x * Rho(index,t2,ri,a,rc_2,f_22,X3); 
       Phi_12  = x * Phi(index,t2,ri,a,rc_2,phi_12,X4); 
    end 
    % 
    Rho_1 = Rho_11 + Rho_12; 
    F_1 = F_11(Rho_1,X1); 





% Elestic Constants for an Interstitial Solid Solution 
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%************************************************************************** 
function f = Cijkl(i,j,k,l,r,a,N,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,... 
                   dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,dphidr_11,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1,t2,... 
                   x,f_22,dfdr_22,d2fdr2_22,X3,dphidr_12,d2phidr2_12,X4,rc_2) 
    % 
    Rho_12 = 0; 
    Vij_12 = 0; 
    Vkl_12 = 0; 
    Wijkl_12 = 0; 
    Bijkl_12 = 0; 
    % 
    Rho_11   = y * Rho(index,t1,r,a,rc_1,f_11,X0); 
    Vij_11   = y * Vij(index,t1,r,a,rc_1,dfdr_11,X0,i,j,0,0); 
    Vkl_11   = y * Vij(index,t1,r,a,rc_1,dfdr_11,X0,0,0,k,l); 
    Wijkl_11 = y * Wijkl(index,t1,r,a,rc_1,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,i,j,k,l); 
    Bijkl_11 = y * Bijkl(index,t1,r,a,rc_1,dphidr_11,d2phidr2_11,X2,i,j,k,l); 
    % 
    if nargin == 31 
        Rho_12   = x * Rho(index,t2,r,a,rc_2,f_22,X3); 
        Vij_12   = x * Vij(index,t2,r,a,rc_2,dfdr_22,X3,i,j,0,0); 
        Vkl_12   = x * Vij(index,t2,r,a,rc_2,dfdr_22,X3,0,0,k,l); 
        Wijkl_12 = x * Wijkl(index,t2,r,a,rc_2,dfdr_22,d2fdr2_22,X3,i,j,k,l); 
        Bijkl_12 = x * Bijkl(index,t2,r,a,rc_2,dphidr_12,d2phidr2_12,X4,i,j,k,l); 
    end 
    Rho_1     = Rho_11 + Rho_12; 
    dFdrho_1   = dFdrho(Rho_1,X1); 
    d2Fdrho2_1 = d2Fdrho2(Rho_1,X1); 
    % Elastic constants Cijkl 
    V = (a^3)/N; 
    Cijkl = (1/V)*( d2Fdrho2_1*(Vij_11 + Vij_12)*(Vkl_11 + Vkl_12) +... 
                    dFdrho_1*(Wijkl_11 + Wijkl_12) + Bijkl_11 + Bijkl_12 ); 




% Stress for an Interstitial solid solution 
%************************************************************************ 
function f = S(i,j,r,a,N,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,X0,dFdrho,X1,dphidr_11,X2,rc_1,... 
               t2,x,f_22,dfdr_22,X3,dphidr_12,X4,rc_2) 
 
           Rho_12 = 0; 
           Vij_12 = 0; 
           Aij_12 = 0; 
           % 
           Rho_11 = y * Rho(index,t1,r,a,rc_1,f_11,X0); 
           Vij_11 = y * Vij(index,t1,r,a,rc_1,dfdr_11,X0,i,j,0,0); 
           Aij_11 = y * Aij(index,t1,r,a,rc_1,dphidr_11,X2,i,j,0,0); 
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           if nargin == 24 
               Rho_12 = x * Rho(index,t2,r,a,rc_2,f_22,X3); 
               Vij_12 = x * Vij(index,t2,r,a,rc_2,dfdr_22,X3,i,j,0,0); 
               Aij_12 = x * Aij(index,t2,r,a,rc_2,dphidr_12,X4,i,j,0,0); 
           end 
           Rho_1     = Rho_11 + Rho_12; 
           dFdrho_1  = dFdrho(Rho_1,X1); 
           V = (a^3)/N; 




% First derivative of Cohesive Energy with respect to a for an 
% Interstitial solid solution 
%************************************************************************** 
function  f = dEda(ri,a,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,X0,dFdrho,X1,dphidr_11,X2,rc_1,... 
                   t2,x,f_22,dfdr_22,X3,dphidr_12,X4,rc_2) 
     % 
     Rho_12    = 0; 
     dRhoda_12 = 0; 
     dPhida_12 = 0; 
     % 
     Rho_11    = y * Rho(index,t1,ri,a,rc_1,f_11,X0); 
     dRhoda_11 = y * dRhoda(index,t1,ri,a,rc_1,dfdr_11,X0); 
     dPhida_11 = y * dPhida(index,t1,ri,a,rc_1,dphidr_11,X2); 
     % 
     if nargin == 21 
        Rho_12    = x * Rho(index,t2,ri,a,rc_2,f_22,X3); 
        dRhoda_12 = x * dRhoda(index,t2,ri,a,rc_2,dfdr_22,X3); 
        dPhida_12 = x * dPhida(index,t2,ri,a,rc_2,dphidr_12,X4); 
     end 
     % 
     Rho_1     = Rho_11    + Rho_12; 
     dRhoda_1  = dRhoda_11 + dRhoda_12; 
     dFda_1 = dFda(dFdrho,Rho_1,dRhoda_1,X1); 




% Second derivative of Cohesive Energy with respect to a for Interstitial 
% Solid Solution 
%************************************************************************ 
function  f = d2Eda2(ri,a,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,... 
                       dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1,t2,x,... 
                       f_22,dfdr_22,d2fdr2_22,X3,d2phidr2_12,X4,rc_2) 
     % 
     Rho_12      = 0; 
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     dRhoda_12   = 0; 
     d2Rhoda2_12 = 0; 
     d2Phida2_12 = 0; 
     % 
     Rho_11      = y * Rho(index,t1,ri,a,rc_1,f_11,X0); 
     dRhoda_11   = y * dRhoda(index,t1,ri,a,rc_1,dfdr_11,X0); 
     d2Rhoda2_11 = y * d2Rhoda2(index,t1,ri,a,rc_1,d2fdr2_11,X0); 
     d2Phida2_11 = y * d2Phida2(index,t1,ri,a,rc_1,d2phidr2_11,X2); 
     % 
     if nargin == 24 
        Rho_12      = x * Rho(index,t2,ri,a,rc_2,f_22,X3); 
        dRhoda_12   = x * dRhoda(index,t2,ri,a,rc_2,dfdr_22,X3); 
        d2Rhoda2_12 = x * d2Rhoda2(index,t2,ri,a,rc_2,d2fdr2_22,X3); 
        d2Phida2_12 = x * d2Phida2(index,t2,ri,a,rc_2,d2phidr2_12,X4); 
     end 
     Rho_1       = Rho_11 + Rho_12; 
     dRhoda_1    = dRhoda_11 + dRhoda_12; 
     d2Rhoda2_1  = d2Rhoda2_11 + d2Rhoda2_12; 
     d2Fda2_1 = d2Fda2(dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,Rho_1,dRhoda_1,d2Rhoda2_1,X1); 




% Bulk modulous 
%************************************************************************ 
function f = Bm(ri,a,N,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,... 
                       dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1,t2,x,f_22,... 
                       dfdr_22,d2fdr2_22,X3,d2phidr2_12,X4,rc_2) 
    d2Eda2_ = 0; 
    % 
    if nargin == 16 
       d2Eda2_ = d2Eda2(ri,a,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,... 
                           dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1); 
    end 
    if nargin == 25 
         d2Eda2_ = d2Eda2(ri,a,index,t1,y,f_11,dfdr_11,d2fdr2_11,X0,... 
                       dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,X1,d2phidr2_11,X2,rc_1,t2,x,f_22,... 
                       dfdr_22,d2fdr2_22,X3,d2phidr2_12,X4,rc_2); 
    end 
    V = a^3/N; 
    f = ((a)^2/(9.0*V))*d2Eda2_; 




% Vacancy formation Energy 
%************************************************************************ 
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function f = Ev(index,type,a,phi,X0,f,X1,F,X2,rij,rc) 
    sum0 = 0; 
    sum1 = 0; 
    sum2 = 0; 
    rho = Rho(index,type,rij,a,rc,f,X1); 
    n = length(rij(:,1)); 
    for i = 1:n 
        id = rij(i,1); 
        if i ~= index && id == type 
            l1 = (a/2)*rij(i,2); 
            l2 = (a/2)*rij(i,3); 
            l3 = (a/2)*rij(i,4); 
            ri = sqrt(l1^2+l2^2+l3^2); 
            if ri <= rc 
                q0 = phi(ri,X0); 
                f1 = f(ri,X1); 
                sum0 = sum0 + q0; 
                sum1 = sum1 + F(rho,X2); 
                sum2 = sum2 + F(rho-f1,X2); 
            end 
        end 
    end 




% The Embedding Atom Model EAM 
%************************************************************************* 
 
% Total pair potential energy for a central atom as function of interatomic 
% distance 
% index: array index of central atom 
% type : Id of atom type 
% ri   : atoms position in Lattice Crystal Structure 
% a    : the lattice constant 
% rc   : the cuttof radius 
% phi  : the pair potential function 
% X    : array of pair potential parameters 
function f = Phi(index,type,ri,a,rc,phi,X) 
    f = Sumfunc(index,type,ri,a,rc,phi,X); 
end 
 
% Total first derivative of pair potential with respect to interatomic 
% distance rij 
function f = dPhidr(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,X) 
    f = Sumfunc(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,X); 
end 
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% Total second derivative of pair potential with respect to interatomic 
% distance rij 
function f = d2Phidr2(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2phidr2,X) 
    f = Sumfunc(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2phidr2,X); 
end 
 
% Total first derivative of pair potential with respect to a 
function f = dPhida(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,X) 
    f = SumfuncM(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,X); 
end 
 
% Total second derivative of pair potential with respect to a 
function f = d2Phida2(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2phidr2,X) 
    f = SumfuncM2(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2phidr2,X); 
end 
 
% Total Electron Density for a central atom as function of interatomic 
% distance 
% index: array index of central atom 
% type : Id of atom type 
% ri   : atoms position in Lattice Crystal Structure 
% a    : the lattice constant 
% rc   : the cuttof radius 
% f    : the atomic density function 
% X    : array of atomic density function parameters 
function f = Rho(index,type,ri,a,rc,f,X) 
    f = Sumfunc(index,type,ri,a,rc,f,X); 
end 
 
% Total first derivative of electron density with respect to interatomic 
% distance rij 
function f = dRhodr(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X) 
    f = Sumfunc(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X); 
end 
 
% Total second derivative of electron density with respect to interatomic 
% distance rij 
function f = d2Rhodr2(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2fdr2,X) 




% Total first derivative of electron density with respect a 
function f = dRhoda(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X) 
    f = SumfuncM(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X); 




% Total second derivative of electron density with respect a 
function f = d2Rhoda2(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2fdr2,X) 
    f = SumfuncM2(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2fdr2,X); 
end 
 
% Total first derivative of electron density with respect ri,rj,rk, and rl 
function f = dRhodrij(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l) 
     f = Sumfuncrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l,1); 
end 
 
% second derivative of electron density of rij 
function f = d2Rhodr2ijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l) 
     f = Sumfuncrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l,2); 
end 
 
% First derivative of Atomic Electron Density with respect to ri 
function f = dfdri(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l) 
     f = Sumfuncrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l,1); 
end 
 
%  First derivative of Atomic Electron Density with respect to ri,rj,rk 
%  and rl 
function f = dfdrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l) 
     f = Sumfuncrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l,3); 
end 
 
%  Second derivative of Atomic Electron Density with respect to ri,rj,rk 
%  and rl 
function f = d2fdr2ijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2fdr2,X,i,j,k,l) 
     f = Sumfuncrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2fdr2,X,i,j,k,l,2); 
end 
 
% First derivative of pair potential with respect to ri 
function f = dphidri(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,X,i,j,k,l) 
     f = Sumfuncrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,X,i,j,k,l,1); 
end 
 
% First derivative of pair potential with respect to ri,rj,rk and rl 
function f = dPhidrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,X,i,j,k,l) 
     f = Sumfuncrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,X,i,j,k,l,3); 
end 
 
% Second derivative of pair potential with respect to ri,rj,rk and rl 
function f = d2Phidr2ijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2phidr2,X,i,j,k,l) 
     f = Sumfuncrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2phidr2,X,i,j,k,l,2); 




% Function Used in the calculations of Elastic Constants at equlibrum 
function f = Vij(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l) 
    f = delta(i,j) * delta(k,l)*dfdri(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l); 
end 
 
% Function Used in the calculations of Elastic Constants at equlibrum 
function f = Wijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,d2fdr2,X,i,j,k,l) 
    f = d2fdr2ijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2fdr2,X,i,j,k,l) - ... 
        dfdrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,i,j,k,l)+ ... 
        delta(i,l) * dfdri(index,type,ri,a,rc,dfdr,X,0,0,k,l); 
end 
 
% Function Used in the calculations of Elastic Constants at equlibrum 
function f = Bijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,d2phidr2,X,i,j,k,l) 
     f = d2Phidr2ijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,d2phidr2,X,i,j,k,l) - ... 
           dPhidrijkl(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,X,i,j,k,l)+ ... 
         delta(i,l) * dphidri(index,type,ri,a,rc,dphidr,X,0,0,k,l); 




%   Park Hijazi Pd EAM Potential and Derivatives 
%************************************************************************** 
 
% Pd Embedding Energy Function as a function of electron density 
function f = F_Pd(rho,X) 
    Fe   = X(1); 
    rhoe = X(2); 
    n    = X(3); 
    f    = -Fe*(1-n*log(rho/rhoe))*(rho/rhoe)^n; 
end 
 
% First derivative of Pd Embedding Energy Function with respect to 
% electron density 
function f = dFdrho_Pd(rho,X) 
    Fe   = X(1); 
    rhoe = X(2); 
    n    = X(3); 
    F    = F_Pd(rho,X); 
    f    = (Fe*n/rho)*(rho/rhoe)^n+(n/rhoe)*F*(rho/rhoe)^(-1); 
end 
 
% Second derivative of Pd Embedding Energy Function with respect to 
% electron density 
function f = d2Fdrho2_Pd(rho,X) 
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    Fe   = X(1); 
    rhoe = X(2); 
    n    = X(3); 
    F    = F_Pd(rho,X); 
    dF   = dFdrho_Pd(rho,X); 
    f = -(n/rho^2)*Fe*(rho/rhoe)^n+(n^2/rho)*(1/rhoe)*Fe*(rho/rhoe)^(n-1)+... 
         (n/rhoe)*dF*(rho/rhoe)^(-1)-(n/rhoe^2)*F*(rho/rhoe)^(-2); 
end 
 
% First derivative of Pd Embedding Energy Function with respect to rij 
function f = dFdr(dFdrho,rho,dRhodr,X) 
    f = dFdrho(rho,X) * dRhodr; 
end 
 
% Second derivative of Pd Embedding Energy Function with respect to rij 
function f = d2Fdr2(dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,rho,dRhodr,d2Rhodr2,X) 
    f = d2Fdrho2(rho,X) * dRhodr^2  + dFdrho(rho,X) * d2Rhodr2; 
end 
 
% First derivative of Pd Embedding Energy Function with respect to a 
function f = dFda(dFdrho,rho,dRhoda,X) 
    f = dFdrho(rho,X) * dRhoda; 
end 
 
% Second derivative of Pd Embedding Energy Function with respect to a 
function f = d2Fda2(dFdrho,d2Fdrho2,rho,dRhoda,d2Rhoda2,X) 
    f = d2Fdrho2(rho,X) * dRhoda^2  + dFdrho(rho,X) * d2Rhoda2; 
end 
 
% Pd Atomic Electron Density as a function of interatomic distance rij 
function f = f_PdPd(rij,X) 
    fe = X(1); 
    Xi = X(2); 
    re = X(3); 
    f = fe*exp(-Xi*(rij-re)); 
end 
 
%  First derivative Pd Atomic Electron Density function with respect to rij 
function f = dfdr_PdPd(rij,X) 
    fe = X(1); 
    Xi = X(2); 
    re = X(3); 
    f = -fe*Xi*exp(-Xi*(rij-re)); 
end 
%  First derivative Pd Atomic Electron Density function with respect to rij 
function f = d2fdr2_PdPd(rij,X) 
    fe = X(1); 
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    Xi = X(2); 
    re = X(3); 
    f  = fe*Xi^2*exp(-Xi*(rij-re)); 
end 
 
% Pd-Pd pair potential as a function of interatomic distance rij 
function f = phi_PdPd(rij,X) 
    phie = X(1); 
    S    = X(2); 
    B    = X(3); 
    re   = X(4); 
    f    = -phie*(1+S*(rij/re-1))*exp(-B*(rij/re-1)); 
end 
 
% First derivative of Pd-Pd pair potential with respect to rij 
function f = dphidr_PdPd(r,X) 
    phie = X(1); 
    S    = X(2); 
    B    = X(3); 
    re   = X(4); 
    f    = (-1/re)*(phie*S*exp(-B*(r/re-1))+B*phi_PdPd(r,X)); 
end 
 
% Second derivative of Pd-Pd pair potential with respect to rij 
function f = d2phidr2_PdPd(r,X) 
    phie = X(1); 
    S    = X(2); 
    B    = X(3); 
    re   = X(4); 




% Hydrogen EAM Potential and Derivatives 
%************************************************************************** 
 
% H-H unnormalized pair potential as a function of interatomic distance rij 
function f = phi_HH_u(rij,X) 
    DHH     = X(1); 
    alphaHH = X(2); 
    betaHH  = X(3); 
    r0HH    = X(4); 
    f = DHH*(betaHH*exp(-alphaHH*(rij-r0HH)) - ... 
        alphaHH*exp(-betaHH*(rij-r0HH))); 
end 
 
% First derivative of H-H unnormalized pair potential with respect to rij 
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function f = dphidr_HH_u(r,X) 
    DHH     = X(1); 
    alphaHH = X(2); 
    betaHH  = X(3); 
    r0HH    = X(4); 
    f = DHH*( -alphaHH * betaHH*exp(-alphaHH*(r-r0HH)) +... 
        betaHH*alphaHH*exp(-betaHH*(r-r0HH)) ); 
end 
 
% Secon derivative of H-H unnormalized pair potential with respect to rij 
function f = d2phidr2_HH_u(r,X) 
     DHH     = X(1); 
     alphaHH = X(2); 
     betaHH  = X(3); 
     r0HH    = X(4); 
     f = DHH*( (alphaHH^2) * betaHH*exp(-alphaHH*(r-r0HH)) - ... 
         (betaHH^2)*alphaHH*exp(-betaHH*(r-r0HH)) ); 
end 
 
% H-H normalized pair potential as a function of interatomic distance rij 
function f = phi_HH(rij,X) 
    rho0H = X(7); 
    X0_HH = X(5:1:7); 
    X1_HH = X(8:1:11); 
    f = phi_HH_u(rij,X) + 2 * dFdrho_H_u(rho0H,X1_HH) * f_HH(rij,X0_HH); 
end 
 
% First derivative of H-H normalized pair potential with respect to rij 
function f = dphidr_HH(rij,X) 
    rho0H = X(7); 
    X0_HH = X(5:1:7); 
    X1_HH = X(8:1:11); 
    f = dphidr_HH_u(rij,X) + 2 * dFdrho_H_u(rho0H,X1_HH) * ... 
        dfdr_HH(rij,X0_HH); 
end 
 
% Second derivative of H-H normalized pair potential with respect to rij 
function f = d2phidr2_HH(rij,X) 
    rho0H = X(7); 
    X0_HH = X(5:1:7); 
    X1_HH = X(8:1:11); 
    f = d2phidr2_HH_u(rij,X) + 2 * dFdrho_H_u(rho0H,X1_HH) * ... 
        d2fdr2_HH(rij,X0_HH); 
end 
% H Atomic Electron Density as a function of interatomic distance 
function f = f_HH(r,X) 
    CH = X(1); 
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    DH = X(2); 
    f = CH*exp(-DH*r); 
end 
 
% First derivative H Atomic Electron Density with respect to rij 
function f = dfdr_HH(r,X) 
    CH = X(1); 
    DH = X(2); 
    f = -DH*CH*exp(-DH*r); 
end 
 
% Second derivative H Atomic Electron Density with respect to rij 
function f = d2fdr2_HH(r,X) 
    CH = X(1); 
    DH = X(2); 
    f = (DH^2)*CH*exp(-DH*r); 
end 
 
% H unormalized Embedding Energy function 
function f = F_H_u(rho,X) 
    aH = X(1); 
    bH = X(2); 
    cH = X(3); 
    dH = X(4); 
    EH = 0.0540638; 
    f = -cH * ( (1/(2+dH))*(rho+EH)^(2+dH) - ((aH + bH)/(1+dH))*... 
        (rho+EH)^(1+dH) + ((aH * bH)/dH) *(rho+EH)^dH ); 
end 
 
% First derivative of H unnormalized Embedding function with respect to Rho 
function f = dFdrho_H_u(rho,X) 
    aH = X(1); 
    bH = X(2); 
    cH = X(3); 
    dH = X(4); 
    EH = 0.0540638; 
    f = -cH * ( (rho+EH)^(1+dH) - (aH + bH) * (rho+EH)^(dH) +... 
        (aH * bH) *(rho+EH)^(dH-1) ); 
end 
 
% Second derivative of H unnormalized Embedding function with respect to Rho 
function f = d2Fdrho2_H_u(rho,X) 
    aH = X(1); 
    bH = X(2); 
    cH = X(3); 
    dH = X(4); 
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    EH = 0.0540638; 
    f = -cH * ( (1+dH)*(rho+EH)^(dH) - dH*(aH + bH) * (rho+EH)^(dH-1) + ... 
        (dH-1)*(aH * bH) *(rho+EH)^(dH-2) ); 
end 
 
% H normalized Embedding Energy function 
function f = F_H(rho,X) 
    rho0H = X(7); 
    X1_HH = X(8:1:11); 
    f = F_H_u(rho,X1_HH) - dFdrho_H_u(rho0H,X1_HH) * rho; 
end 
 
% First derivative of H normalized Embedding function with respect to Rho 
function f = dFdrho_H(rho,X) 
    rho0H = X(7); 
    X1_HH = X(8:1:11); 
    f = dFdrho_H_u(rho,X1_HH) - dFdrho_H_u(rho0H,X1_HH); 
end 
 
% Second derivative of H normalized Embedding function with respect to Rho 
function f = d2Fdrho2_H(rho,X) 
    X1_HH = X(8:1:11); 
    f = d2Fdrho2_H_u(rho,X1_HH); 
end 
 
% Pd-H pair potential as a function of interatomic destance rij 
function f = phi_PdH(r,X) 
        DPdH      = X(1); 
        alphaPdH  = X(2); 
        betaPdH   = X(3); 
        r0PdH     = X(4); 
        f = DPdH*( betaPdH*exp(-alphaPdH*(r-r0PdH)) - ... 
            alphaPdH*exp(-betaPdH*(r-r0PdH)) ); 
end 
 
% First derivative of Pd-H pair potential with respect to interatomic 
% destance rij 
function f = dphidr_PdH(r,X) 
        DPdH      = X(1); 
        alphaPdH  = X(2); 
        betaPdH   = X(3); 
        r0PdH     = X(4); 
        f = DPdH*( -alphaPdH*betaPdH*exp(-alphaPdH*(r-r0PdH)) +... 
            betaPdH*alphaPdH*exp(-betaPdH*(r-r0PdH)) ); 
end 
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% Second derivative of Pd-H pair potential with respect to interatomic 
% destance rij 
function f = d2phidr2_PdH(r,X) 
        DPdH      = X(1); 
        alphaPdH  = X(2); 
        betaPdH   = X(3); 
        r0PdH     = X(4); 
        f = DPdH*( (alphaPdH^2)*betaPdH*exp(-alphaPdH*(r-r0PdH)) - ... 




% Summation function 
%************************************************************************* 
function f = Sumfunc(index,type,ri,a,rc,func,X) 
    f = 0; 
    cl1 = (a/2)*ri(index,2); 
    cl2 = (a/2)*ri(index,3); 
    cl3 = (a/2)*ri(index,4); 
    n = length(ri(:,1)); 
    for i = 1:n 
        id = ri(i,1); 
        if i ~= index && id == type 
            l1 = (a/2)*ri(i,2); 
            l2 = (a/2)*ri(i,3); 
            l3 = (a/2)*ri(i,4); 
            rij = sqrt((l1-cl1)^2 + (l2-cl2)^2 + (l3-cl3)^2); 
            if rij <= rc 
                f = f + func(rij,X); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
function f = SumfuncMP(index,type,ri,a,rc,func,X,p) 
    f = 0; 
    cl1 = (a/2)*ri(index,2); 
    cl2 = (a/2)*ri(index,3); 
    cl3 = (a/2)*ri(index,4); 
    n = length(ri(:,1)); 
    for i = 1:n 
        id = ri(i,1); 
        if i ~= index && id == type 
            l1 = (a/2)*ri(i,2); 
            l2 = (a/2)*ri(i,3); 
            l3 = (a/2)*ri(i,4); 
            rij = sqrt((l1-cl1)^2 + (l2-cl2)^2 + (l3-cl3)^2); 
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            if rij <= rc 
                f = f + func(rij,X) * (rij/a)^p; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
function f = SumfuncM(index,type,ri,a,rc,func,X) 
    f = 0; 
    cl1 = (a/2)*ri(index,2); 
    cl2 = (a/2)*ri(index,3); 
    cl3 = (a/2)*ri(index,4); 
    n = length(ri(:,1)); 
    for i = 1:n 
        id = ri(i,1); 
        if i ~= index && id == type 
            l1 = (a/2)*ri(i,2); 
            l2 = (a/2)*ri(i,3); 
            l3 = (a/2)*ri(i,4); 
            rij = sqrt((l1-cl1)^2 + (l2-cl2)^2 + (l3-cl3)^2); 
            if rij <= rc 
                f = f + func(rij,X) * rij/a; 
            end 
        end 




function f = SumfuncM2(index,type,ri,a,rc,func,X) 
    f = 0; 
    cl1 = (a/2)*ri(index,2); 
    cl2 = (a/2)*ri(index,3); 
    cl3 = (a/2)*ri(index,4); 
    n = length(ri(:,1)); 
    for i = 1:n 
        id = ri(i,1); 
        if i ~= index && id == type 
            l1 = (a/2)*ri(i,2); 
            l2 = (a/2)*ri(i,3); 
            l3 = (a/2)*ri(i,4); 
            rij = sqrt((l1-cl1)^2 + (l2-cl2)^2 + (l3-cl3)^2); 
            if rij <= rc 
                  f = f + func(rij,X) * (rij/a)^2; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
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% 
function f = Sumfuncrijkl(index,type,r,a,rc,func,X,i,j,k,l,p) 
    f = 0; 
    ri = 1; 
    rj = 1; 
    rk = 1; 
    rl = 1; 
    cl(1) = (a/2)*r(index,2); 
    cl(2) = (a/2)*r(index,3); 
    cl(3) = (a/2)*r(index,4); 
    n = length(r(:,1)); 
    for ii = 1:n 
        id = r(ii,1); 
        if ii ~= index && id == type 
            l1(1) = (a/2)*r(ii,2); 
            l1(2) = (a/2)*r(ii,3); 
            l1(3) = (a/2)*r(ii,4); 
            rij = sqrt((l1(1)-cl(1))^2 + (l1(2)-cl(2))^2 + (l1(3)-cl(3))^2); 
            if rij < rc 
                if i ~= 0 
                    ri = l1(i)-cl(i); 
                end 
                if j ~= 0 
                    rj = l1(j)-cl(j); 
                end 
                 if k ~= 0 
                    rk = l1(k)-cl(k); 
                end 
                if l ~= 0 
                    rl = l1(l)-cl(l); 
                end 
                f = f + func(rij,X) * ri*rj*rk*rl/rij^p; 
            end 
        end 




function f = delta(i,j) 
   if(i == j) 
        f = 1; 
     else 
        f = 0; 
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%************************************************************************* 
% Expermental data for FCC metals 
%************************************************************************ 
function [afcce,Ecfcce,c11e,c12e,c44e,Bme,Eve,abcce,Ecbcce,cpre]... 
          = parameters(el) 
    index = 1; 
    elements = ['Ag';'Al';'Au';'Cu';'Ni';'Pd';'Pt';'Hi']; 
    for i = 1:length(elements) 
        x = elements(i,:); 
        if el == x 
          index = i; 
        end 
    end 
    afcc =  [4.09;4.05;4.08;3.615;3.52;3.89;3.92;3.38]; 
    Ecfcc = [2.85;3.36;3.93;3.54;4.45;3.91;5.77;2.119]; 
    c11 =   [1.24;1.14;1.86;1.70;2.465;2.341;3.47;0.0]; 
    c12 =   [0.934;0.619;1.57;1.225;1.473;1.761;2.51;0.0]; 
    c44 =   [0.461;0.316;0.42;0.758;1.247;0.712;0.765;0.05*1.6021766208]; 
    cpr =   [1;1;1;1;1;1;1;0.05*1.6021766208]; 
    Evfcc = [1.1;0.866;0.9;1.3;1.70;1.54;1.60;0.0]; 
    B =     [1.04;0.793;1.67;1.38;1.804;1.95;2.83;0.5*1.6021766208]; 
    abcc =  [3.32;3.3;3.18;2.87;2.89;3.16;3.21;0.0]; 
    Ecbcc = [1;1;1;3.49;1;1;1;1]; 
    afcce = afcc(index); 
    Ecfcce = Ecfcc(index); 
    Eve = Evfcc(index); 
    c11e = c11(index); 
    c12e = c12(index); 
    c44e = c44(index); 
    Bme = B(index); 
    abcce = abcc(index); 
    Ecbcce = Ecbcc(index); 
    cpre   = cpr(index); 
end 
%************************************************************************* 
% Expermental and bb-initio data for PdH 
%************************************************************************ 
function [afcce,Ecfcce,C44,Cpr,Bm] = PdH_parameters(el) 
    index1 = 1; 
    elements = ['Pd000H';'PdH000';'PdH025';'PdH050';'PdH075';... 
                'PdH100';'PdHT50';'PdHT75']; 
    [n,m]  = size(elements); 
    for i = 1:n 
        x = elements(i,:); 
        if el == x 
          index1 = i; 
        end 
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    end 
    a  =  [3.38;3.89;3.9421;4.0007;4.0593;4.1179;4.0007;4.0593]; 
    Ec =  [2.119;3.91;3.64024;3.48770;3.37031;3.26966;3.50000;3.50000]; 
    % Elastic Constants 
    C44 = [0.05,0.71/1.6021766208,0.459,0.42,0.382,0.3440,... 
           0.3810,0.3810] * 1.6021766208; 
    Cpr = [0.05,1/1.6021766208,0.055,0.135,0.164,0.146,... 
           0.1630,0.1630] * 1.6021766208; 
    Bm =  [0.50,1.95/1.6021766208,1.025,2.125,1.05,1.775,... 
           1.0,1.0] * 1.6021766208; 
    afcce  = a(index1); 
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APPENDIX IV: 
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD DEEMED LETTER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
